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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION •r j , /  -v.v r:.
- ) 'Oi v-lv; ' n r . V . n r .:.

During reoent years, especially in the last decade, there 
has been a marked increase in the importance of health educa-...—  .; . • . . '-U-'--:-:;r
tion as an educational endeavor. Few educators will contest 
the fact that this field, now receives more emphasis than at 
any t i m  in the, past. Anyone witnessing this chemge is im
mediately confronted with the question as to why health edu- 
cation has found a,new place of importance in the lives of 
principals,, teachers, and .students alike. The principal 
sees his administrative duties complicated by the introduc- 
tion of health courses. Teachers are asked to participate" ■ ' .. - ■ : - r - v : .r. i.oai ^ . r ,
in the school health program, and the student finds part of 
his activity program in physical education or portions of 
the periods in other courses have been replaced with class- 
room instruction in health.

Health of the school child and the care of that health 
have long been objectives ..of education,. hence the difference 
between the present and the past must lie in the fact that 
more steps are beingtaken. through the health program of the 
school to improve the general health of the community and 
the n a t i o n . A n  extended• explanation of this fact is not in- 
tended, but it does seem that this new emphasis has been the- ---- ' •■■■■■••; l;. _
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outcome of the results of physical fitness examinations' 
which were given to millions of Americans during the years :;
1939 to 194.5. •-r “1 • hlv - i: w o
. Wxen the United States "became involved in World War II, 

the young men :and women of the nation were examined to de
termine their fitness for military service. 01In addition to 
these national conscription examinations, Industrial and- J 
community groups endeavored to supplement the wartime" effort 
with extensive health and safety programs. The results of 
the physical examinations and the facts brought into focus by 
the general health program were startling. Hundreds of thou
sands of Americans were found to have remediable defects which 
made them unfit for military service and poor risks in the 
ranks of the industrial population. - Many of these defects 
were traceable to the absence of proper medical attention, 
whereas many more were the result of ignorance with regard 
to diet, proper care of the body, neglect of physical devel
opment, and abuse* due to the lack of proper knowledge per
taining to posture, rest, and exercise. •

It is understandable that an effort was made to find 
the cause of this situation, and among those facets of so
ciety which were singled out for censure were schools and 
educators. r Has the finger of neglect pointed in the direc
tion of the American school Caused the recent re-evaluation 
and adjustment of the philosophy of education as it pertains 
to health? Or, has the awareness of this neglect only
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caused armbre positive’implementation of a basically sound 
philosophy which-has lain dormant? Either of these queries, 
if-answered in the affirmative, could,reasonably explain!the 
expansion of the health program in the schools. ' v'

A solution to the foregoing-questions, based on the i 
philosophicalunderstanding and discussionlof education j 

and health, will not:be attempted ;in this study. It is not 
the purpose of thiscauthor ,to proveror disprove; the-sound- ; 
ness of the contention^that theischools of America are par
tially responsible for the unfitness of so many.of our youth. 
Nor will any.effort be made to solve the argument which re
volves about the question, ”To what degree are ; the'public, ;< 
schools responsible:for the.health of the school child?” ̂  

Either of these problems would be'suitable:fon separate: • 
treatises. 'r. - In':; ,-ô t Lnrl-:!: <:f

: The worth of the; foregoing: will! not- be.assayed, nor will
an attempt be made to correlate, philosophy with present, 
practice, but attention shall be.confined to one feature of 
the school:health question. That feature is:the fact that 
health education: has. found; a new place of -importancelin?the 
curriculum and is;now receiving greater emphasis. : An ex- l 
ample of this change can be seeniin the Tucson Senior High 
School where the genesis of health instruction shows:that. 
during the last five-years .the>course in health has become 
at requirement for graduation, whereas.previously it had been 
only a substitute for physical education in the case of
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thosepupils '-with .-physical; handicaps - - v  ';,i
1 ■ We are interested in determining how this new emphasis
has affected edueators'in Pima County, .Arizona; it is evir 
dent that in a .curriculum readjustment such as this there: 
will be a lack:of uniformity of action; on a national;or even 
a regional scale. In some areas the schools will do much 
and ;in cot hers, very little. Therein lies the .problem for - 
thiscstudy. ;ToIwhat .degree have tourJlocal educators (those 
in Pima County) extended themselves:in'their effort to help 
care for and.control the-health ofcthecschool child through 
a health instruction program?

Before;proceeding, there must: he ;a .'clarification - of. what 
is understood by ithe: more; general term ̂ school _ health pro
gram. " .Such a:.programcinoludes all thejactivities carried; 
on by the school in the interest'of promoting the health of 
students; Examples of:these activities would be hygienic 
school management, sanitationj ischool; health;services and .. 
health education or, more specifically, health instruction. 
This•last item would consist of all experienoes whioh affeot 
the development of the soundiconoepts; of healthful living h 
andr would:be carried on,as part of the- general;instructional 
program. It is with this specific aspect of ithe school 
health program,rhealth instruction, that we are concerned.
- i: -After limiting the: study to Pima County and to only the 
instructional aspect of the health program, further limita
tions were added; This study pertainsTonly;to the secondary
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schools of this county, the term secondary schools as used 
here referring to all schools devoted to the education of 
students, in the seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth,.eleventh and 
twelfth grades.  ̂The study covers all^students enrolled.in 
these grades, regardless of the fact that certain Pima - .
County districts have eight-year elementary schools and 
only four-year secondary schools. A statement of the prob
lem for the study could.now.he stated to read: An .examina
tion and. evaluation, of .the.administration and organization 
of the health, instruction program of the public secondary 
schools in Pima County. , , ■. - , - ... .
. . The purpose of the author.in .setting up the problem,was

to determine what elements of health instruction had been 
incorporated.in the program .of the local schools. An under- 
standing of the program as it-exists.today could then be the 
basis for suggested improvement. In the first instance,„an 
examination, of the administration-of health Instruction ,was 
made. Then the classroom program of health, instruction .was 
examined. Finally it was planned to. determine to what extent 
the .school prpgram was correlated with and.projected.into the 
over-all. community, health .effort., -This..last aspect of the 
study proved premature.at this time, since,the results of 
early:investigation.by the author showed that nothing was 
being done along this line. ,
i.; The three main areas^of,.the study:are, (1)-administra

tion, which is considered in Chapters. II and. Ill; ..



(2) classroom organization and instruction, covered in 
Chapters"IV, V, VI and VII; and (3) conclusions and recom
mendations, discussed in Chapter VIII. Incidental but im
portant facts and information are included in the Appendix.

A n ‘investigation of the reading in the field of health 
education and of studies related to this thesis revealed 
that there are numerous general health textbooks and inves
tigations into' the program for school health. In addition, 
there are three studies related to certain aspects of this 
thesis which were undertaken at the University of Arizona. 
These studies and the general health books which were ex
amined by the author in preparation for this investigation 
are listed in Part 5 of the Appendix.

The method used in this study was one of gathering in- 
formation directly from administrators and teachers by means 
of personal interviews. Suitable questionnaires, one for 
administrators and one for teachers, were compiled for use 
during the interviews. Each questionnaire was filled out 
by the author while he personally interviewed the fifty-one 
people involved. Eleven of these were administrative of
ficers, while the rest were classroom teachers responsible 
for giving formal or incidental health instruction. Copies 
of both questionnaires can be referred to in the Appendix.

The relationship between the extent of the Investiga-
p- :p .. -' V " / . , • / : ■ ■ -pr.P- ; . ,p p-'.; o ’ ' -■ - P'. -pP p'tion and the method used in gathering information may not 
be immediately apparent. It was decided that the extent,
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in terms of number of schools involved, would be limited 
in favor, of making the investigation intensive in each case. 
Thus the area covered comprises only a small portion of the 
total number of Arizona secondary schools, but the investi
gation conducted in each of these schools is detailed and 
thorough. An administrator and all teachers involved in 
health instruction in each school were interviewed. The 
results of these interviews provide the data for the body of
this thesis, and the basis for the recommendations made in

. ' •. . • ■ • >: ■ -v ic;.:Chapter Till.
The schools included in the study are as follows:
Ajo Elementary, grades seven and eight
A jo High School, grades nine through twelve
Amphitheater Elementary, grades seven and eight
Amphitheater High School, grades nine through twelve
■Marana High School, grades seven through twelve
Tucson Junior High Schools (Catalina, Dunbar, Mansfield, 

Roskruge, Safford, Wakefield), grades seven through 
nine in each

Tucson Senior High School, grades ten through twelve 
Sunnyside Elementary, grades seven and eight 
Sunnyside Junior High School, grade nine.

Enrollment figures for each of these schools were collected 
and tabulated for the school year 194.9-50; these are in
cluded in the Appendix. In addition, an effort was made to 
determine by means of the sampling procedure the average age 
of students in secondary grades in this county; these figures 
are also included in the Appendix.



CHAPTER II
■ . ■ - ' " \

GENERAL ASPECTS OF THE ADMINISTRATION 
OF A HEALTH INSTRUCTION PROGRAM

The administration of the health instruction program 
can be divided into two categories. First there are those 
more broad aspects pertaining to finances, certification of 
instructors, and coordination of effort between counties, 
districts or the individual schools. These elements of the 
program would pertain to all schools and to all administra
tors within Pima County. In contrast to these general 
aspects there are the specific administrative details as they 
are found to exist in individual schools.

Information related to the general administrative as
pects of the program can be used as an index of the degree 
to which efforts in health instruction are similar in the 
various schools and districts of Pima County. This informa
tion comprises the discussion of this chapter. That infor
mation which bears upon the more specific details of adminis
tration can be used to compare the effort of the various 
schools, and this will be considered in Chapter III. All 
data contained in these two chapters were collected through 
interviews with administrators, primarily principals, in 
the eleven schools.
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W e n  the1 study of the general features; of the adminis
tration of. the health instruction program in Pima County 
schools was being conducted, certain broad elements of ad
ministration were’ considered. These elements were examined 
in order;to determine W a t  is being done, and to what-degree 
the program:is.unified throughout the county. The various 
aspects:of the administration of the program will be consid
ered separately and then the whole situation will be summar
ized. .  ̂ ' • -

One element of any community or county school health 
program is the legislation by state or county officials 
which requires the existence of that program or, more spe
cifically in this case, which requires the inclusion of 
health instruction in the curricula of the schools. There 
is no.legislation of this nature in Arizona or in Pima 
County. There are general school laws and county health 
requirements regarding sanitation, safety, health services, 
and other aspects of the administration of the educational 
program and, since these laws are part of the total school - 
program, they can be indirectly connected with health in
struction. Other legislation relating to the financing of 
the whole state and county educational program: is also indi
rectly connected with health instruction, but there is no 
specific law calling for the inclusion of health instruction 
as an integral:unit of instruction in'the county school 
program;-.id.e:,.:; o.;' c-i' .oul;:: i, - crta'Ui"::: hhc policy of
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r; All: administrators concurred in stating, that,, they, were 
not required Jby\ law to give health instruction. , Reference 
was made by;one• administrator to the State Course of Study 
for the .elementary, grades, which; includes grades seven and 
eight ;.: this course of study, indicates that some health, in
struction is needed. The administrator mentioned also 
stated that there was the general requirement, part of 
Arizona School Law/-that the effects rof using alcohol and. 
tobacco be % explained to : student a. in secondary schools by their 
physical education instructors. The indication of the State 
Course of Study for the elementary grades and the require
ment concerning alcohol -and tobacco are, then,,the only^ 
county-wide school requirements related in any direct way , 
to health instruction.

It was found that there are no special certification * 
requirements for health instructors other than the general 
requirements for all instructors; nor has any money been 
specifically appropriated by the State Legislature for,use 
in giving health Instruction. It should be noted here that 
appropriations;are<not made -with specific ■ designation, as to 
how they are to-be-spent, but are allocated in ..the: form of 
a general instructional budget based^upon the needs of in
dividual schools. , :.r. ; v'j.; v r: r r.].?

.'There is.no state or county:officer who acts as•a co
ordinator: for a health:instruction program. The county 
superintendent of schools does not;establish the policy of

J
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instruction Lin ,the county- and, - thereforewould not'b®' in- -• 
volved:in coordinating a more specific program such as health 
instruction. iSchool policy in regard to instruction is : : 
shaped hy the district superintendent and his principals.
The actions of the latter are of extreme importance Lin this 
matter ̂ .L -T ".C-i ^  v

- . In two districts the duties of superintendent and of 
principal are carried by the seuae individual, who is thus 
solely responsible if or, - the policy of the entire instruction 
program in these districts. In the other three ̂ districts 
studied, the:principal of the individual school bears the 
responsibility for Ishaping the policy of instruction and is 
therefore responsible for establishing the policy regarding 
health instruction! L-iy: i.L - • L .

Action by school boards in initiating health instruction 
programs was found to be totally'lacking. The school board 
of District 1, Tucson, approved a plan for health Instruc
tion presented by the superintendent. This plan was drawn 
up by a committee consisting of physical education instruc
tors, the school doctor, and the curriculum coordinator for 
the Tucson secondary schools. r Action by this committee was 
taken at the request of the high school and:junior high 
school principals. This plan has become the basis for the 
program in the Tucson schools; it will be evaluated in 
Chapter VIII. A complete copy of the recommendations of 
this committee is found; in Part 3 of the Appendix.
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... There Is no coordination- of the, health instruction pro
gram on a county level. In District 1, Tucson, there is 
coordination based on the plan promulgated by the principals 
and drawn up by a group of teachers, as noted previously. 
Effective coordination in this district i s ,essential, since
the pupils in the secondary grades are spread throughout the

* "  ' .................. . ", " - 7

city in six junior high schools and are then advanced to 
senior high.school level where there ls:one school and one 
program. c The-, instructors on the - committee which drew up 
this health instruction plan consist of three from the 
senior high school, and two men and two women instructors. 
in physical education from the junior high schools. -

Coordination of :a county program■ is not attempted by - ; 
the educators in the various other districts; of, the..county. 
This is due primarily, to the fact that the programs in the , 
districts other than Tucson are in various stages of devel
opment and at the present time are not well organized. Ex
planation and discussion of the program of each district 
will be presented in Chapter III. The facts shown there 
will substantiate the contention drawn above, that the pro
gram for health instruction in these districts is not well 
developed in any case. However, the organization of the 
schools in Ajo, at Amphitheater, Marana, and Sunnyside is 
favorable for the development of a well-unified health in
struction program. In these schools both elementary and 
secondary grades are in one school plant under the
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supervision of a single administrative staff.
In summary, it can be stated that for various reasons 

there is no unification of the health instruction program 
on an over-all county level. Unification in the various' X' - r/.' y Y'"" y- - r-:-
school districts is also ’lacking,-except in one case. A
state program for health instruction has been set up, but

y-'-tl-' r:: t.i :-u i ' r::.u v: s ■aoYv.YY-i* i-c :.vr
this is only for the elementary grades; there is no basic 
course of study prepared for the last four grades by either."ail VO'T'i-t' v:ir,u :: 'li.:-cu'a;:u,-a o:/ -• a a.-.:; laavajca: -::.i pro
state or county educational officers. Neither is there anya"' a a. i a a a is na in a a l si ;a;iao’a: a-" as: a:.u a : a !'a-’a.a: a
General coordinator for health instruction in the state ora V V-'.a;; pr -:"Sa; l l::,; ,
in Pima County. Responsibility for establishing the policysi la a c-;. v a la.i'i ioa!Vi--■ -:.aa -1}a;v-:-3'■t  a la thi:';
of instruction has been left to principals of individual’ • * ' % : ' ' •'’■'r *; f ■ 1 i * # ' : * • " * '1 • •• - r ’* f  ̂ - ‘ ,  ̂ r - r.* * *'  ̂ ‘ — *; '̂ r y ■ . ... X 1 '"1 * ? 2 A  ̂- * , - ; ■ . * * L- ' ‘ O V ̂ i i - . . .

schools. The program, Tx>th as to content and extent, depends- ' .’a sa.-as'l a sr-'pr a a •/ V a as l la iaaarv - ppora ri . a
upon these individuals. There is as yet no legal provisionas a a a -s.j.' aca-a sa :.-as a a iiy t sal s aaiaia :-a csl ass
for unification of the health instruction program on a state-saav-iJ ,v" l": a-a.'.a-:. , a h :: laasaas " s sa ai a , . :lsas-
or county level.

la av-siaa a ' a-’ l;p- a: pa.: l/a sva -".p -T..p-, j-- si;., a l a. s. . s'
l" l a a*, ra aps’as : f: a s. as. Pa l "a Ps’vs a.--; :i vaa 'a
a-' : IP as.; ,13 p sa ;\sla-.. las aliis Pp.a.* vl‘ sss-pc:: laaalo-i. js or 

: a a • Pa l arrrss a-sra :..aia:as. sc as'-cac peel, ia-rs cV ; lv: l" r-pv.- 
car s- .alol r ta cc-cl-c, rlias--asv-sa. lav/ i-r- sruc I s. -a:;
a" ‘ si a v.n ■: 'a.? •■arci.c : a :aa - ' s j.ne 1 a :vsaa.l, .rsl Paasrsa. a,-p 
s a a- p'-.e l. at i ;a.s: la. r: vac ' ...a vaac-aa era* tacsaassa a .
s a o  a s a .L r  l c saai.ou in tl;. l a  s o s . c c l . c s  I ’s *s- :.sr.c; s , tr-On:



CHAPTER III

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION OF HEALTH 
: INSTRUCTION PROGRAM '

Explanation of the administrative activities related. 
to health instruction in.the individual schools of necessity 
will begin with a discussion of the health instruction pro
gram as it exists in each of the schools or school districts 
at the,present time. , :

. Of the eleven Pima County schools involved.in this 
study, four have no formal program while.the other seven are 
actively engaged in a program of.health instruction. ,Thls 
last group of seven is actually two divisions of the secondary 
schools of District 1, the Tucson.sohoolLsystem. These 
schools are the six junior high schools, where the program 
is consistent throughout, and the senior high school. ,

In grades seven through twelve of the Ajo school there 
is no formal program for health instruction. No time is 
specifically set aside,for this, type.of instruction, nor 
are the instructors asked to devote portions of their regu
lar periods to health education. Any.instruction in this 
field which the student gets.is,incidental, and depends on 
both the attitude and interest of the various instructors.
The administration in this school, as in others, feels
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health instruction is closely allied to physical education 
and should be conducted by those teachers. Plans for a pro
gram in health education on the elementary level, under the 
direction of a physical education instructor, are to be in
itiated during the school year JL9504:1951. ,

Amphitheater school has no formal health instruction 
program for students.in the secondary grades. There is no 
time allotted specifically for such instruction; incidental 
information in the allied subjects is all that is given. 
Since there is no coordination of this incidental instruc
tion, there is no assurance that students get needed infor
mation pertaining to vital health topics or that they re- .. 
ceive reliable information in response to their questions on 
health matters. Physical education for all students in the 
secondary grades is a requirement, and Amphitheater has ade
quate facilities for this physical education program.

Marana High School has set up a one-semester course in 
health;instruction to be taken during the freshman year. 
However, at present the time for this course is devoted to 
vocational training and the actual program of health instruc 
tion has not been initiated. The effort to provide inci
dental health instruction is unimpressive, especially such 
instruction from physical education instructors. Physical 
education for girls is not required in the high school, and 
that for boys is.directed primarily at developing teams for 
competition. , .... , .. . . ^
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Sunnyalde'aotiool has no formal health instruction pro
gram, but one period each week for ninth graders is-devoted 
to a lecture by the school nurse. During this ̂ lecture, im
portant topics regarding health are considered; student: -
interest is the criterion for selecting such lecture ma
terial. It should be noted that/ though there is no formal ■ 
program for health instruct ion, there is1 a general program* 
carried on by the principal, nurse, and Parent-Teacher 
Association. This program involves dental examinations, 
hearing tests, care of feet, and general care of the health 
of the school child; it' thus; offers much in the way of in
cidental instruction to all students. -Incidental instruction 
is also expected from the physical education classes. "

Formal'- health instruction" for all pupils is part of- the 
curriculum of the Tucson junior high schools. This is con-' 
ducted by the physical education instructors' in their regu
lar classes,- one week in four being devoted to health in- " 
struotion. The course is considered to be physical educa
tion, and grades are given only for that-subject. During - 
the seventh year, health instruction is given only in the 
second semester; while during-the:eighth and3ninth years, 
it is given both semesters. i-. - - - -

Physical education is required of all pupils enrolled 
in the' Tucson-junior high schools, except those with some 
physical-handicap. Thus the health instruction program be
comes an automatic requirement. Pupils not enrolled in the
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activity program^do attend ,health classes. tin effect, stu
dents in.the junior high schools get fouriand-one-half weeks 
per semester tof health instructionrduring:five o f ;the six5 
semesters they are .enrolled in the seventh, eighth, and;ninth 
gradesv All this^instruction is conducted by physical edu
cation teachers. The program is unified:throughout the city, 
within the limits of the program recommended bylthe : commit
tee which developed the plan for physical education a n d , 
health instruction* .rl .  ̂ r ' rv ;. ;i"

. In Tucson Senior High School all students are required 
to complete a semester course inihealth instruction. This 
requirement generally is fulfilled during the junior year, 
when one:semester of the-activity;program of physical educa
tion is replaced with classroom instruction in health. - The - 
problems arising -from the substitution of classroom work for 
the seemingly more desirable -activity have been minimized as 
much as possible by allowing students -to take physical edu
cation as an elective during that semester in which"they 
enroll for health instruction.' Health instruction for girls 
at the Tucson Senior High School:is conducted entirely by ■ 
the various physical education teachers. One instructor de
votes his entire time to boys’ health instruction, and the 
classes he is unable to conduct are taught by a physical 
education Instructor. The program for girls has been in 
effect four years, while that for- boys is in its second - 
year. ... r.J Ira':or.: y; -v . u ' : , y c l  ;y? y - -r "o
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Throughout Pima County, each :adhool'the principal
bears the" general responsibility for developing the vAol'e 
program and. 'thus can be held accountable' for the' program in 
health instruction. In those schools •where formal instruc
tion in this field is given, the principals in every case 
have' delegated the responsibility to physical education in
structors. In the schools wherei only- incidental ins true- i- 
tion -comprises the total offering in health instruction, 
there Is ho individual or group of teachers wholly responsi
ble . However, there is the general tendency to-depend upon 
physical education instructors, in addition to having other 
teachers do as much- as they think: necessary or possible, or.
' - No school in the county has-appointed a memberrof the 
teaching staff to act as coordinator for health instruction. 
Efforts to coordinateIthe program through the means of a 
health council,-formal or informal, were found in only four 
schools. These four were in Tucson^ where there is-addi-n’ 
tional coordination resulting from'the general program 
established, as has been noted previously. In those four .- 
schools where incidental'correlated instruction is all that 
is offeredV there is no effort to coordinate such instruc
tion; each teacher is allowed'to do as much or as little. 
as he sees fit. • .::r 
- An effort was.made to determine whether.the:schoolr 

nurse or doctor ever participated in the instruction pro
gram. Administrator's- never asked the' school doctor to r.ch
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participate, except in an advisory capacity. Nurses act 
in an advisory capacity in nine cases and participate di
rectly in the instruction program in five out of eleven : .
cases. The family physician;of individual students has been 
!called upon by three administrators to advise in cases where 
special instruction appears necessary. However, reliance_ 
on the school physician for ladvice in special cases is .-gen- 

x eral. ; r - ; : : . ' , r , ; ; : c re-./
Because of the newness of the'program and since there 

certainly will be changes m d e 'before a more definite plan 
for health instruction has been decided upon, attempts .were 
made to ascertain the trend of thought of;administrators on 
certain important aspects of health instruction. They were 
asked about the problems:coincidental with the introduction 
and expansion of the program. The problem which appears to 
-be most important in the minds,of administrators is that 
caused by~lack of space and facilities in the physical plant 
of the school. The importance attached to this .problem, -.. 
is indicated' by the number.: (eight out of- eleven) who consid
ered lack of space, a problem. Actually ,■? lack of classroom 
space was given;as the first most important problem; the 
need for facilities,espeolally showers and locker rooms, 
was second, r Budget needs and teacher inefficiency were

0 also considered "major administrative matters. These four
1 items were the only ones receiving general recognition as
''real difficulties, though numerous, others peculiar to each
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school were discussed. : ^ : ' i ,;: n :
ITheih questioned about' the aims aiid objectives of ’ health 

instruction, administrators were unanimous in their replies. 
They all feel that health instruction must be directed at 
giving pupils' information and instruction which will aid the 
development of sound attitudes and habits in regard toper- 
sonar health, and healthful living on tlie part of each child. 
These are the primary aims' for health instruction;~ others ~ - 
were mentioned, but only infrequently. 1 . .i v

~ Results of1 questions pertaining to the nature of the " 
organization of a health instruction program show no consis
tent trend. Did the administrator feel his school should 
have a full-time health instructor? Six said no, five- ans
wered yes. The administrators in- larger schools generally 
favored the use of full-time health instructors, while those 
in smaller institutions did not. 1 Of the1 eleven adminis- :' 
trators questioned as to whether health instruction required 
a full-time instructor, only three gave an affirmative reply. 
Seven felt their instructors were well enough prepared to 
teach-health effectively, while the rest felt that better 
preparation was necessary.

The health instruction program at the present time in 
Pima County is inadequate in many respects, according to ten 
of the eleven administrators. Suggested changes, arranged 
in the order of frequency of citation, are: teacher im
provement, materials for instruction, space, facilities, and
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a more definite-program. The consensus of opinion is that 
each school should have at least an informal health council 
with instructors, counsellors, and the nurse participating 
in order to work out an effectively organized program.

The administrative coordination bn the district or 
county level at the present time is considered sufficient 
by four of the eleven administrators. The remainder, feel 
there should be more coordination,, especially on the district

able if possible to effect. In most cases, cooperation is
preferred to coordination. Should a teacher, be appointed... . . 2 2.:’ .-2 . ’ - 0:2 . 2 ; 2 ̂22. - ’ . - - 222..-
to act as coordinator in such an attempt at county unifica-
, 2  :2. , 2 2 . : 2 :. i.^ ■ l;; : 2 2; • . 2 - : -
tion? Only four felt this could be arranged satisfactorily.

2 :, " :: 2; 222- 2,22,2. : v. ^.2.2 ..222.:. - ........ -

According to administrators, health could not_.be de-
' • X • •' .2 C 2'2 i,,-.!. . T; li-V..-’v "O , - 2  ■ : -

veloped into an area for the extra-classroom participation
. . 2 1 . ; 2 , : : _  2 ’ -u..: 2 2. 22. -2., .-..v ..... . : 2.:

by students. A student health club could not be organized
: ; . ; .:: :< .2- .. ' . 2 2' .. .. , 2.,, - . 2.2.22 2 2  ; ...
and perpetuated.

' - , ” ‘ : 2 i ; " ..'2 2,222 '■‘2''' 2 2  .2 ..' 2 2 2 .2 , 22-.2 ,2 .

2 .2.2 ... ' ,22 2.2 . 22 '-r-.
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. HEALTH INSTRUCTORS

An administrator may "be very progressive' and enthusi- :l 
astic in his attempt to develop a strong program of instrud- 
tion, "but when the officers of a district and the schools 
in that district have done everything possible to organize 
and activate an effective program of instruction^ there is 
no definite assurance that- such a program will be success
ful. Administration is only one part of the whole job of 
developing a health instruction program; the • instructor must 
act to implement tlie 'plans of the administrator. In the ̂  
final assay, the success or failure of any instruction pro
gram depends on" the individual1 t e a c h e r a n d  in this "regard 
health does not differ from other areas of instruction.

We must turn our attention from the * administration of 
the health instruction program to the classroom organiza
tion of that program. The instructor is of such importance 
that we examine his qualifications, traiiiing,' experience, ’ 
and background. Each "instructor was visited personally by 
the author, and the data which follow were collected by

v *: !•means of a questionnaire, copy of which appears as Part 1
of the Appendix.

As noted before, a formal health instruction program

I
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exists'only in District 1, the Tucson schools (see: pages 
16-17), and every instructor involved in such instruction 
was interviewed. At this point we must anticipate slightly 
and present ahead of their log!cal position' certain facts ‘
which came to light during the study. - = - 1 "

In the Tucson schools, where health instruction has been 
placed in the hands of the'physical education0people, twenty-
seven•' of twehty-eight '• health instructors devote varying0 
amounts Of"time0t o 1 physical education-classesV* This fact 
coupled with the general-dependence bn physical education0" 
instructors for incidental health instruction (see pages 14- 
17) in other schools has caused the author to believe that,
as the program'Is'expanded^chealth instruction will become
the job of physical educators' in most schools. 'To be con
sistent with this view, the author interviewed the physical 
education teachers in Pima County schools other than those 
in Tucson and included the results in this chapter;

All the information pertaining to the training, quali
fications ) and so forth of health instructors has been a r - ' 
ranged in table form so as to facilitate summation and com
parison. A brief explanation of this Table I is in order. 

The first point to be noted is that a number has been
assigned to the result of each interview, which appears in 
the first column of each table throughout the study. The 
purpose of such designation is to allow the reader to 
associate the qualifications-and experience of-any one - : :
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instructor, as shown in this chapter, with his opinions, 
aims or methods.as they appear in subsequent chapters. For 
example, it may he advantageous to determine the methods of 
instruction used by a teacher with eleven years of experi
ence in health instruction; Such an association can readily
be made. Needless to say, the conversion from a code number"
to a personality can be done only by the authorr

The numerical designations also serve to divide the 
instructors according t o .sex. This was done by assigning 
numbers falling between 1 and 20 to women instructors. In
structors whose answers in Column 3 have been replaced by 
an asterisk are those who give only incidental health in- 
struction. Each vertical column has been numbered so as to 
facilitate the relating of summarized and charted data with 
subsequent discussion. ( - ; .L

Because of its length and the variety of information 
contained, Table I has been divided into two parts. . Part A 
deals with that information pertaining to women instructors 
in health, and Part B covers male health instructors. Both 
parts are similar in make-up ,andrin the information con
tained.

As stated, the first column of this table carries the 
code number for each person interviewed and the column is 
unnumbered. Column 1 carries answers to the question, 11Are 
you a full-time health instructor?” It will be observed 
that there is one full-time health instructor in the schools
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. V, TABLE It
PART A:Vi: FEMALE INSTRUCTORS IN HEALTH

• ,r.

Are you 
a full- ... 

time health 
instructor 

1

How many
.. classes ___

in health 
do you teach?

2  ̂ •

r.-
What other 
subjects 

do you teach? 
3

What type of 
certificate 
do you have? 

4

1 No 5/4 Phy. educ. Special
, 2 it 5/4 ft «

3
4

it
; tt";': 5/4 «̂

5/4
ft t»

■' ft ;;
5 5/4 tf :'•» F
6 No -- . - 5/4 Phy* eduo.

' i i ‘Elementary
7 5/4 - - "tr ' " Special
8 ■.. " 5/4 ft
9

10
«

%
tr -

-. " . ■;n E
11 No. 6/4 Phy* eduo* ' Secondary
12 M 2/18 -- tt ' Special
13 M v . . . 2/18 Secondary
14 It 2/18 ' w"- Special
15 It 4/18 ft - Secondary
16 No .. Phy. educ. Elementary
17 « "" " ' “ ? tt - - ' - - Special
18 sic ....... ... ...tt —  -----— Special
19 w * Nurse -
20 w * Phy. educ. Secondary

*Indicates instructors who do not hold formal health 
classes.
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TABLE I, PART A (cont.)
Do you have

In what field or are you Field
did you obtain working on for

your Bachelor * s' • -a Master * s t graduate : 
degree? degree? study?

5 6 7

Years of
Teaching
experience

I n
health Total 

8

1 ‘ Education . V No
. n ■ . - .. -
.'.Currently ‘

- ' 1 2
2
3

* .j *v ̂

Education '
6
7

4 ■ ■ Y ' • ’ ' - .NO * -- 7 9
5 i* . -i - - - •V'* *' ■*

i . ' : r 5 6
6 Education ,- Currently Education 3 3
7 ' Phy. Educ. " No - - 2 2
8 M n mmmm 1 1
9 n Currently English 11 11

10 ~ Education Health 1 1
11 ' Education . Currently Phy. Educ. 2 412 ■ ' • .« . ' ■ Completed ft 7 10
13 - ' n ■ ft Health 4 21
14 Phy. Educ. ft Phy. Educ. 8 8
15 Education ft Education 2 7
16 'Education , . Currently Education 0 6
17 = n  1 ■"" • . Phy. Educ. 0 218 W n rt 0 1
19 Nursing Completed Nursing 0 -
20 Phy. Educ. Currently Education 0 20

hy';:'
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... « • : t.1'*. ' . ' '
Key for Columns 9, 10, 11, 12, 13

".f-; ; 'r T. - %  '
Column 9 I : ■; "v

1. Series of courses in teacher preparation for health
2. Health test and measurements - . -
3. History and philosophy of health education and

physical education' " ------ -
4. Principles of health education
5. Guidance in health
6. Methods in health
7. General health education

Column 10
1. Zoology
2. Mammalian anatomy
3. Human anatomy •. -
4. Physiology ; ; , ■

: ' ’i . : t ;; j " s
Column 11 ■*

1. Chemistry ':. ' ■
2. Organic or biochemistry 2 . ,
3. Physics ; , 2

Column 12 . .
1. Personal hygiene. ~
2. Mental hygiene • . j,.? ::

Column 13 “
1. Nutrition
2. Bacteriology
3. Public health
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TABLE I, PART A (cont.)

- Co
ur
se

s 
in
 

^ 
he

al
th
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du
 

ca
ti
on

Co
ur
se
s 

in
 

h 
bi
ol
og

ic
al
 

° 
sc
ie
nc
e

Co
ur
se
s 

in
 

h
 
ph

ys
ic

al
 

sc
ie
nc
e

h 
Co
ur
se
s 

in
 

10 
hy
gi
en
e

1 None 1,2,4 None »o
2 1 , 4 , 6 ... 1,2,4 n 1,2
3 None 1,2,4 1 ... 1
4 1,2,3,4 1,2,3,4 1,2,3 1,2
5 7 1,2,4 None 1
6 1,3,4 1,2,3,4 1,3 i
7 3,7 , 1,2,3,4 1,2 None
8 1,2,3,6 1,2,3,4 1,2 1
9 1,2,3,4,6 1,2,3,4 1,2 1,2

10 None 1,2,3,4 1,2 1
11 3,7 1,3,4 None 1,212 1 1,2,3,4 1,3 1
13 1,2,3,6 1,2,3,4 1 1
14 1,3,4,6 1,2,3,4 1,2 .. . ■. 1,2
15 1,2,4,6 1,2,3,4 3 1,2
16 7 ' None None - None
17 7 1,2,3,4 it tt
18 7 1,2,4 1 1
19 1 1,2,3,4 1,2,3 1
20 1,2,3,4 1,2,3,4 1 1

ndoO-H •H iH

l •:

None
1.2.3
1.2.3
1,2

- w
hh

io
h 

h
h
 h 
h
w
 
h h
 ra 
h h
 1
 

Co
ur
se
s
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TABLE I (cont.)
PART B, . MALE INSTRUCTORS IN -HEALTH

r v-:'

A r e  y o u  • 

a  f u l l -  

t i m e  h e a l t h  

i n s t r u c t o r ?

H o w  m a n y  *

■ c l a s s e s  

i n  h e a l t h  

d o  y o u  t e a c h ?

r ••••: -

I V h a t  o t h e r  

s u b j e c t s  

d o  y o u ,t e a c h ?

\ 7 h a t  t y p e  o f  . 

c e r t i f i c a t e  

d o  y o u  h a v e ?

l o ; - C v - ' r u n  v j , * '

3 .0 : N O l o  ' 2 / 1 8  - P h y #  e d u c . S e c o n d a r y  2 ?.
3 1 ; Y e s / i - : ! : - - ‘ 5 / 1 8 ^ T e m p o r a r y  7

3 2 N o - 6 / 4  = P h y . e d u o . P r e - s e c o n d a r y

33: W :: 6 / 4  5 ' y . ; :: - n ;

3 4
M

6 / 4
ft «

i  2 : ,

3 5 N o .  , . v l ’- : h .  , 6 / 4 P h y .  e d u o . c r E l e m e n t a r y  *

3 6 v t.- ■ v ♦ 6 / 4
tt ? S e c o n d a r y  2

3 7 6 / 4
M S p e c i a l

3 8 6 / 4  ' “ r " ; - : . : S e c o n d a r y  ;-

3 9
M

6 / 4
rt P r e - s e c o n d a r y

; ,v
1 v

4 0 N O 3 / 4 P h y .  e d u c . E l e m e n t a r y

4 1 w : 6 / 4  t; S p e c i a l

4 2 6 / 4  • n; -

4 3 ft t \  r- *  V ';? V ' . ‘ ‘ V.O » S e c o n d a r y

4 4
ft * ft P r e - s e c o n d a r y

x-hy. - v . : , C- 2

4 5 N o  .*  v P h y .  e d u c . P r e - s e c o n d a r y

4 6 ■ v  - i ’ B i o l o g y S e c o n d a r y

4 7 ,
* P h y .  e d u c . E l e m e n t a r y  ■

4 8 ri ,, * ft '• P r e - s e c o n d a r y

4 9
ft * ft ft

* I n d i c a t e s  i n s t r u c t o r s  w h o  d o  n o t  h o l d  f o r m a l  h e a l t h  

c l a s s e s .
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' TABLE I , PART B (coat.) . >
Do you have Years OfV0 ! : .In what field or are you Field teaching

' ->did you obtain working on 'forvlo:: ; experience
:your-Bachelor1s a Master’s graduate in
-<■ degree? degree?  ̂ rstudy .•health Total

■ - ; : ■■ . 
' V ' ■ 1 V 7 8

30 - Education Currently Education 1 10
31 Biology : tt v: • ft 1 12
32 Education tt tt 1 7
33 M n Phy. educ. 3 4
34 M

, • •
tt Education 1 1

35 Education ' No 1 24
36 : Bus. admin. Completed Education 1 16
37 ; History Currently tt 1 2
38 Education n n 1 25
39 Phy. educ. Completed Phy. educ. 1 1
40 • Biology Currently Education 1 12
41 * Phy. educ. : tt ;• - tt 1 1
42 w Phy. educ. 1 1
43 tt rt Education 0 18
44 Education w Phy. educ. 0 3
45 •. Education Currently Phy. educ. 0 3
46 Biology Completed Biology 4 10
47 Language Currently Language 0 4
48 Phy. educ. tt Phy. educ. 0 1
.491:: . tt tt tt 0 2
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' ■ • • . * ; ' ‘ ' ; j
Key for Coimnns 9, 10, 11, 12, 13

Column^9 r :1. Series of courses in teacher preparation for[health
2. Health test and measurements ' -
3. History and philosophy of health education and

: physical education ; :i •' ; ;-
4. Principles of.health education / ■:
5* Guidance in health
6. Sfethods in health ;;
7. General health education

OolunmlO , ,
•“  1. Zoology - ] .

2. Mammalian anatomy:
' 3. Human anatomy

4. Physiology

Coliimn 11 1
™  1. Chemistry "AA.

2. Organic or biochemistry 
' 3. Physics - -

. >"■ ;

. • ■ * "]

Column 12
1, Personal hygiene
2. Mental hygiene

.1.

Column 13 • • .
"  T. Nutrition ^  ’ . io- '.. 2. Bacteriology /

3* Public health

J ,'y

• '■ - .r-i
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1 3. ■ ; - ; _ ; :v V . ̂ _ f; ■* ...;: .■ .; % ' . . . J ■ V' ; > • : r,, ■ ■ 1 V

30 1 ,2 ,3,6 1,2 A " " 2 '' ' None
31 None 1 ,2,3,4 1,3 i 2
32 4,7 - 1 ,2,3,4 1 ,2,3 1,2 None -
33 1,3,4,6. 1 ,2,3,4 1,3 1 m
34 - y . - v : 1,2,4 ’ None 1 ‘ : % 3 •-

35 4,6,7 : 1,2,4 ■ - None ' 1,2 *' ’r ̂  , y . "•
36 2,5,7. ,1,4 1,3 1 2
37 : 2,7 ’ 1,2,4 None '• '1,2 - 1,2
38 None None ft None None
39 1,3,4,5,6 1,2,3,4 1,2 ‘ 3 ' c: ;;

40 i:y ■ ■ 1,2,4 1,2,3 1,2 1,3
41 7 1,2,4 None 1,2 None
42 1 ,2 ,4,5 1,2,3 : « :: , i . 1 ' V
43 None 1,4 . 1,3 None None
44 l : '• ■ o 1 ,2 ,3,4 None 1,2 - .tt

45 7 A.c- " 1 ,2 ,3,4 - None ' None ' None: '
46 None 1 ,2 ,3,4 1,2,3 tf tt
47 1,2 - : None 1,2
48 7 1,3,4 tt 1 3
49 .1,3,4,5 1,3,4 1 1,2 r.o-'.y : '
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of Pima County. The remainder devote part of their time ‘ 
to formal health instruction, or at least to incidental in
struction. c.V v „ ./ .1 r,": v v;-. .. . v
: The number of class hours each instructor devotes to
formal health instruction can be determined-from Column 2.
The answers are recorded in terms of the number of health 
classes an instructor has each day, divided by the number 
of five-day weeks he would hold these classes! during each 
eighteen-week :semester. Tor example, the response opposite 
Number 11 shows that:this person.teaches six classes in - 
health each day for four weeks each semester. Data com- - 
piled in Column 2 fall into three categories: those physi
cal education instructors in the Tucson junior high schools 
who teach health four weeks each semester, those in the 
Tucson Senior High,School who teach health for eighteen 
weeks each semester, and those who do not hold formal health 
classes.i Asterisks in Column 2 indicate-this last group.

There is only one instructor in the whole of Pima - ' 
County who devotes all' his teaching-time to health instruc
tion . Thus the other instructors"in health have other 
teaching fields to which they devote various amounts of time. 
These other subjects taught are shown in Column 3. Because 
of what has been said" previously in this chapter,"it is- 
clear that the data in Column 3 will indicate a predominance 
of physical education instructors who also teach health. 
Actually, in only two cases do the part-time health
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instructors spend their time in fields other"than physical 
education. These exceptions are in the case of the school 
nurse in one school and the biology instructor in another 
who devote some time to incidental health instruction.

Information contained in Column k of Table I shows 
the type "of certificate held by each instructor. Column 5 ' 
shows the field in which the instructor obtained his Bache
lor’s degree. Column 6 shows those persons who have com- . 
pieted requirements for or are working on the Master’s de-• •' -■'■■■ ■' .'A :.'A. 1. a a ‘ l :
gree at present or who have no Intention of working for an
advanced degree. Column 7 indicates the field in which ad
vanced study has been or will be done.

The following table summarizes the information tabu
lated in Columns 4r7 of Table I. From this summary _it _can 
be seen that sixteen persons have special certificates; 
fourteen have permanent elementary or secondary certificates 
while nine do not have permanent certificates. The ma
jority of health instructors have obtained their Bachelor’s 
degree in Education, while only eight have completed the 
work on their Master’s degree. Six of these eight Master’s

A A A" 3 A".'- A ■: ; A . :A:>A'.a.A;: : r ■ ' a,:
degrees are in Education, one is in nursing arts, and the 
other in Biology. Twenty-five instructors are engaged in 
work on their Master’s degree, with the majority of this 
work being done in the fields of Education and Physical Ed
ucation. The summary for Column 7 shows the fields of 
study for Master’s degree work of those instructors who
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have completed the requirements and those still working on 
advanced degrees.

SUMMARY OF TABLE I

Column 4 Column 5;. v, _ • - • Column 6 Column 7
Bachelor’sCertificate degree Master’s Master’s

Kind' No . ' Field ' -No. : "degree - field No.

Special 16 Education 23 n o  : 7 ' Educ. ' 15
Elementary 5 Phy. educ. 11 Completed g Phy". educ. 13
Secondary 9 Biology/// T' TC' ; : 3 Currently 25' • ' , ' Health' 1
Pre-sec. 8 Bus. admin. 1 Language 2:H;v,
Temporary 1 . History 1 Biology 1

~~ : .i-'c- yv'-: vvl" — 1 : ; r - * - ' - « . -
Nursing 1 Language 1 Nursing 1V r:o ; ■Ov.-:.' lr rid'"  ̂r -:r,

c c:" r,:".: 2 y.rr:--'
The average teaching experience in terms of years for 

all instructors involved in this study is seven and one- 
tenth years, while the average experience in health is only

■■ v .  -  , ■

two years. This information is taken from Column 8.
. . The remaining portion of the information in this chap
ter is related to certain phases of the academic training 
of each instructor, presented in Columns 9 - 1 3 .  Keys for 
interpreting these columns are found on pages 2? and 31.

j-on::.. -vO cn. -v:

' - " ‘ror.r v.
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- ■ ...  . TEACHER HTALUATION OF THE HEALTH ; :
• -' ' INSTRUCTION PROGRAM..

The importance of the informtion contained in this o 
chapter and the reason for gathering it are based on two 
fundamental concepts. „ First is the fact that the primary 
responsibility for the success and effectiveness of any . , 
health instruction program lies with the individual instruc- 
tor. Secondly, the program of health instruction is rela-; 
tively. new and is progressively assuming a position.of 
greater consequence in the curriculum. Is there any way to 
determine the trends of this,developing program? The,pro
gram a s . i t evolves is directed by the.instructor: therefore,
instructor attitude and opinion should be an index of the ;

.  ̂ -• —  - ■ -------  -  " - ...................

developmental pattern. . . .. • ■ j. : :- c ; ■
. .Three main areas of the health program,were-considered 

in this part of the study: adequacy of the health instruc
tion program, organization of that program, and present 
method of preparation for health instructors. All Tucson 
instructors engaged in formal instruction were questioned on..... . .. V . "• ■ ' : ' -...
these points. The replies of^these twenty-eight people in 
response, to questions on .adequacy, organization, and teacher 
preparation are found in Tables II-VI. ,
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Opinions of physical education instructors in schools 
where there is no formal health instruction were also so
licited, for the reason given on page 22. The opinions of 
the physical education instructors are summarized in Table 
VII, pages 49-50. The information is also discussed in the 
last portion of this chapter. .. .

The first point to be considered is that pertaining to 
the adequacy of the present program. Webster defines the
word "adequate”' as" denoting something which is equal to or 
sufficient for some specific requirement. Concern was felt 
by many of those persons questioned as to whether the use of 
the word "adequate" in the questionnaire was suitable. Many 
felt that an educational" program would never be adequate, 
but this seems to be a confusion of the word "adequate" with 
the word "perfect." An adequate health instruction program 
would be one which supplied the information basic to the 
development of sound concepts andhabits of general health.
The author recognizes a difference between ah adequate 
health instruction program and a perfect program. The 
former may be attained, while it is improbable the latter 
will ever be accomplished.

In response to the question, "Is the present health 
instruction program adequate?", there were eight affirma
tive replies and twenty negative. The nature of the ques
tion can be determined by referring to Part 1 of the 
Appendix, question 11. This question was followed by asking
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the instructor to cite those features which he felt should 
be improved immediately.

"What aspects of the program need emphasis in the gradu
al developmental process of improvement?" Answers to this 
question did not vary greatly, and there was a measure of 
consistency in the responses. Table II presents responses 
to the questions on adequacy and improvement. Note that the 
system of coding replies is still used. Another column was 
added to differentiate between the junior and senior high 
school instructors. Variations in desired improvements may 
be significant at the different teaching levels.

Instructors were also asked to express their opinion 
upon the preparation given to health teachers. Only very 
general questions were asked in this.effort, -Determination 
of the general trends in contrast to the more specific de
tails was all that was attempted. Each instructor was asked 
whether he felt his personal preparatory training had been 
adequate to allow him^to .teach health successfully?..Are

: C ~U L:: v?" : --'T
health instructors, in general, well: prepared? Is a better 
course of preparation necessary? Answers to these questions 
appear in Table III. In response to the last question, only 
one person felt that a better course of preparation for 
health instructors was not indicated. , . i:

Each instructor was asked to suggest the areas of . 
teacher training in which he felt greater emphasis was 
necessary. These areas appear in the last column of .
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TABLE II
TEACHER OPINION ON THE ADEQUACY OF THE HEALTH 

INSTRUCTION PROGRAM AND THE NEED FOR IMPROVEMENT

Is the present Teaching
health instruc- level 
tion program of the

adequate? instructor
What immediate improve

ments would you 
like to see effected?

N o Junior high Time, text
tt tt Materials, text, workbook
it tt Time, room, facilities
tt tt Time, materials, textn tt Text, materials

No Junior high Special course, time, 
text

tt tt Text, materials
Yea ft Materials, text
No tt Teacher training

tt ft Time, materials
11
12
13
14
15

No Junior high
Yes Senior high
No ft

Yes ft

ft ft

Text, materials 
Gradual improvement 
Replace the activity 

period for P.E. 
Replace the activity 

period for P.E. 
Gradual improvement

30 No
31
32 "
33 Yes
34 No

Senior high Coordination, better
regulated program 

" Begin health instruction
at lower level

Junior high Time, organization
» Text
” Time, facilities, materials

36
37
38
3940
41
42

No Junior high Facilities
Yes tt ■J

No tt Text, materials, time
tt tt Facilities, materials,

program development
tt tt Facilities

Yes tt Text
No tt Text, facilities, aids,

materials
Yes ft Text, facilities, materials



TEACHER OPINION ON PREPARATION OF HEALTH INSTRUCTORS
TAEp! III 1

Is your
personal train
ing adequate?

Are health 
teachers generally 

well prepared?
.j Is better 
preparation 

■ necessary?
; .. % ' y. -'» ' ' ' ,

Suggested areas 
- for greater emphasis

1 No - No ; Yea Methods, materials
2 M M M Methods, references
3 Yea M Techniques, methods, back 

ground in social rela-
; tions . -

4
ft : Yea ft Methods, materials 

Methods. 5
M ' ti; ‘ f#

6 Yea . No „ Yes Informational background
7

M Yes No w
, 8

ft No Yes , n ft■. ........ >* . V methods
9

^ M : . tt ft " : Informational background,
.. methods

1 0  — ... M..... tt M Informational background, 
methods

1 1 No No Yea Methods, materials, in
formation

1 2 Yea No tt Information, methods, 
materials

1 3
tt Yes tt Mental hygiene, guidance

1 4
tt No tt Methods, materials

1 5 No ft tt Informational background



TABLE
Is your

personal,train
ing adequate?

Are health 
teachers generally 

well prepared?
•' ■■ ■■ ■

3 0 • No No ' i '

3 1 Yes ; % Yes ; '
- - h* { - -

3 2 ' >  V . :: : n o  ;
, ' : •*

3 3
ft

; ;
t f c;.

3 4 -y ::
Vi

3 5 ■ Yes ’ Yes
:,V

3 6 • No
3 7 - No ,  f: : ”  : ; - -

3 8 • Yes - N  . ■

3 9 ; ;  :  r . :V M ::

4 0 Yes ' ./ ; '•

4 1 : M ; Yes ;: '

4 2
M r ; No . :

f v ■
' • ■ V ' •

1.' ' i
i-'

Is better :
preparation : Suggested areas
necessary? ^ for,greater emphasis

III (cont.)

Yes -

. ' Tf ^
r,

Yesn
« :-v

y* " -

" r.
Yes... w

ft

5

Counselling, guidance, phil- 
' osophy • ' :••• :
Sex education, social relation

ships, mental hygiene - ,•
More health courses . :
Methods, materials ;V
Health courses , ;

6 ' ■ ■ ■ r
Methods, materials, techniques 
Informational haokground 
Methods, materials ;
Materials, methods, curricu- ; 
_•= lum preparation ,
Methods, materials •
Methods, materials ’
Methods • ■ ’ ■
Methods' ... y: ' -
. ;r

:■ ;* ... ;
• i ;;■, V ■ / . 'I Cr ''V * /

;•
vr;V; ‘.i

< »

f-H
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Table III. Variations in opinion due to differences in 
experience, training, or teaching level of the instructor 
can be ascertained by using the code numbers and referring 
to Tables I and II,; pages 25 and 39, respectively. ::: r ;-

Because they are subjected to rules and policies 
which guide their efforts in the instruction program, teach
ers were asked for certain information relative to the or
ganization of the health instruction program.: Questions 
were directed at the determination of instructor opinion 
on the organization and coordination of the program. Each 
instructor was asked whether he felt that health instruc
tion required the services of a full-time instructor.
Would it be desirable if instructors were especially trained 
and devoted all their time to health instruction? The 
responses were almost unanimously affirmative. Then each 
person was asked whether he favored the use.of a full-time 
health instructor in his school, and the predominant re
sponse was again affirmative. The information pertaining 
to the use of full-time instructors is summarized in 
Table IV.

Questions on coordination of the program were asked 
in order to ascertain the degree to which, in the opinion 
of the teachers, the program should be coordinated. Co
ordination of the health instruction program is understood 
to"bethat*effort which is made to unify the program in ' 
each school, among schools in any one district, among
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: • TEACHER OPINION ON USE OF FULL-TIME
HEALTH. INSTRUCTORS .

. •■7 . V . - - TABLE IV

Does health instruction .■ ' ■ ; :: '̂.y-cryl
require the services of Do you feel each
a full-time instructor school should have a
and the use of a regular full-time health

course? -  .. v ; r : v " instructor? ' ’

: 1 Yes . - v ; . : ; o . : y Y e s ■' ’•
2 No . ,
3 y-y";-.:.-. x - Yes ' • • • -
4 w ft

5 - y l . - »  ■■ y  ’• - r : ■ : •':* - -  • "

6 . \  :;Yes ■ : • c Yes ’ ' '
7

M . .. " . _ .
8 • No ;-; ;• J. :. V .' :V: n . x  • ■ •

9 Yes ft

1 0 ;. ■; . ' -  " i  n : ' ‘ '' ■ ' >

1 1 ■ . Yes - : ; - ' ' - ^ . - Yes '' " ' :=:;:
1 2 M No . . .
1 3

„x-V'L:vu-:. "vy - -  tt - ■

1 4

1 5

n

: :  1 i , . . - T r '  v - i- - -• ■ • Yes ' - ' ''
3 0 : ' YeS : - - V - ' U : - : ' . . x ; r :  v :  ; . Yes " '
3 1

ft tt

3 2 l ..- ;  : - • -■ ' ‘ ' ::■, , - x "  ... - rx- . ft r ' T  : r x
3 3

tt tt

3 4 -...-yf;: . u «  - ' U * .  « - - ■ ' No -v'"
3 5 n , ■■̂ yyy'iy Yes ' ■ :. v - x x  u 0  ^  V: "

3 6 tt Yes
3 7 .Vx ■ VV "  - y ^ ' ;y . : ft - ■-*1 x x

3 8 tt ft

3 9 , y.; -  L * :■ x : : :  :■

4 0 / y ; Yes ■ ; : YeS
4 1 tt ft

4 2 « : v. ■ :: -  ̂ : n ■ ■ f ' " .

.' : •-
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districts in the county, or on a statewide level among 
county school systems. Coordination of the program in the 
individual schools and in the various districts was essen
tially treated in „this discussion.

Only seven persons felt that there was general coor
dination and integration of the instructional program in 
each,of their schqolsjat the present time. This information 
is shown in the first column of Table 7. Only ten instruc
tors made any attempt personally to integrate their health 
instruction with instruction in allied subjects such as 
science: the responses are recorded in Column 3. Twenty-six 
of the twenty-eight instructors favored the formation of a 
school health council to facilitate in-school coordination; 
this information is presented in Column All date related 
to coordination of the health instruction program in the 
individual school are presented in Part A of Table V.

The question of coordination on a wider level, in the 
school districts, was also considered; and Part B of Table 
V records these data. Column 1 gives replies to the ques
tion, "Should there be more coordination of the health in- 
struction program in the city school system?" Six instruc- 
tors felt that more coordination was not necessary. 'When 
asked "Would you favor the appointment of a coordinating 
officer for health instruction in the city school system?", 
twenty-three persons were in favor of this while five.were 
opposed.
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COORDINATION OF THE HEALTH INSTRUCTION PROGRAM 
PART A, IN THE INDIVIDUAL SCHOOLS

TABLE 7

General co
ordination

1

Is general 
coordination 

favored
2

Personal co
ordination

3

Do you
favor having a 
health council

NoM
W
tt

Yes
No

ft

ft

Yes

■- ^  ■ •

Yesw
M
W
M

YesM
M
M

No
Yes
Now

No
Yes

YesW
ft

tt
ft

No
Yes

tt
tt

1 0  ; No ft m tt

1 1  > No Yes No Yes
1 2 Yes tt Yes tt

1 3  ■ tt tt tt tt

1 4
tt tt: :̂ tt ft

15
No >« tt t»

3 0 Yes Yes No i Yes
3 1 No tt Yes No
3 2 ft it No Yes
3 3

ft tt n
3 4

ft tt »
3 5 - No Yes No Yes
3 6 tt tt tt «
3 7

tt No Yes _ tt

3 8 . No Yes No ft

3 9 .
tt it ft . «

4 0  “ "No ---- - * • — - - — • - Yes
4 1 Yes it tt tt

4 2 No tt tt n
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... PART B, BETWEEN SCHOOLS AH) DISTRICTS . , : ,

Should there he more " i)o you favor the 
, of this, type of appointment of a county 

coordination? or district coordinator?i 2

■ - ■ TABLE V .(cont e )  *... • . ,

10

•:: Yes . : - ■„ I ■ ■.; . ■:.: : : ; Yes ,:, •.
" No

■ • No. ■ ■’ v-. ■; . Yes
Yes «

:.NO l'.' . • u No
" Yes

Yes "
' i :  ' : • : .  o :  ' . . . "  - v . ^  . . ;v . - • ; ”

11 • • Y e s  ; ' r e : ; . i :T- ■ V Y e s
12 tt No
13 "• ■■ ' ' ft ' - - r' -. - "• ' - *. . - Y e s
14 tt n

15 * * '' ft

30 <:: - Y e s  ; ■ ,■/. " r :  .. i Y e s
31 Tf «»

32 - r L \ * \ • ft * ■*" ■ _ • tt

33 ft «

34 ■ ■ ■ : ■ • ; ; ' _ : ■ tt -•«- - . ' S ' - ' ^ : -*

• 35 C; -* »\ -r ■* •- * - - - ■ . , .- *1« x '' '
*■ , •  * \ J  „ ■ J y..? * -t* " ' ' ■: * , * ' I* Y e s

36 Y e s tt

37 :. - •. t * -ft * * • y. * t • ■ »: # • .
H * ». e,.*̂ '  ̂ ' - • • - - ^ * * 4. . • » ^ ”  '

38 rt tt

39 v v." i: No . . No
-40 . . "Ch.: ' YeS:.v.l=.'. re'- . - Yes
41 M No
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In many cases effective supplementary instruction and 
information;can be provided in.extra-curricular activities. 
Instructors were asked whether they felt that health could 
be" made: an afea iof."activity for some , student "• group, club, '' - 
or the student"government. There was no discernible trend 
here; the answers:were divided-about equally between the ; - 
negative and affirmative. (See Table "VT.)  ̂ ^

Those""physicar education instructors who are engaged 
in incidental health instruction and who, in the future, maytr
be asked to undertake formal health instruction were also
questioned regarding adequacy, organization, and teacher

C • :■ ...preparation. Their replies to questions related to these
"V-.

portions of the health instruction program appear in the 
various parts of Table VII.

None of these persons felt their incidental program was 
adequate (Part A, Column 1); the improvements they desired

• ' V: - ' ■*' ' "
J. T ' .are listed in Column 2. Eight of these teachers felt that

:lo ■■health required a full-time instructor, two that such an 
instructor is not required, and two had no opinion (Column 3)• 
Seven felt that their school should have a full-time in
structor, three that it should not, and two expressed no 
opinion (Column 4)•

x. :  ' .According to three instructors, health can be made an 
area for a student group, but seven felt this impractical 
and again two expressed no opinion (Part B).



TEACHER OPINION ON HEALTH AS AN AREA 
FOR EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
:i ; ' 1 ....

TABLE 71

Do you feel; that . : 
health can be made 
an area of activity 
for a student group 
outside of the : ;

Do you feel that 
health can be made 
an area of activity 
for a student group 

outside of the
:classroom?

.
classroom?

Ko . • r • '

■ ' 30 No
: ' ; 31

ti

| ; 32 - Ye s ?7-:
' ; Yes : v 3 3 .- : tt ,■ v; : : --.V * ....

: , t .-'' 34 • No :

N° : ; ■ ' ;1 1 •: 35 o
, , Yes

: « " ■ ‘
! 36

1
2
3

4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
1 3

1 4

1 5

Yes,
•:i :No ;

No ii

Yes: ?

No t

't ' - * i ■

. *•'
: - o

37,
38
39

U .

4 1

•- - -

*
No

; : L'
c;:

Yea
No



OPINION OF P.jB. INSTRUCTORS ON ADEQUACY OF THE HEALTH 
INSTRUCTION PROGRAM AND: THE NEED FOR IMPROVEMENT

PART A

• ; TABLE VII : J

;; - Does health Should each
"" - -  ... — — ■ ■ ■" -—■ * - ■- e(^ul3?e *tlie ■ e chool

What immediate lm- .... services of a have a
provements would you full-time full-time
like to see effected? instructor? instructor?

2 3 4

16 No . Course for all pupils No No
17 M Better instruction, special course 

in health education
Yes Yes

18 W Special course with specific amount; ff »»
- of time devoted to health education ' '

19 * , -
20 M Course in health education Yes No
43 W More mental health 1* Yes
44 M Course in health M tt
45 M w ” 1* ff
46 M ' More emphasis on health in all courses 

where it logically falls
No No

47 n Better teacher preparation course in 
health education

**
48 . -* 1- r * - — " «*■■■'-* ■. - Better over-all health and P.E. pro-..

gram for all pupils; special health 
classes

Yes Tes

49 ft Better teaching, better planning and m
integration of P.E. and health

Is present 
. health 

instruction 
program 

adequate?
1

f-vO



16
17
18
1920
43
44
46
47
48
49

PART BDo you Teel that 
health can be made 
an area of activity 
for a student group 

outside of the classroom?

No
m

ft
Yes
Yes
Nott
tt

No
Yes

TABLE VII (cont.)

Is your 
personal 
training 
adequate?

1

_________ PART C _________ '
Are ' - ' " " ' “ “health 

teachers
generally Is better ;

well preparation , Suggested areas for 
prepared? necessary? - greater emphasis

2  3 v  * •; 4

Yes Yes Yes
No No tt
it tt tt

Yes No Yes
No No Yes
Yes tt tt
tt tt tt
tt tt tt

No tt tt
Yes Yes Yes
tt tt tt

Program development and 
methods ̂ H ' -

Methods, better general : 
preparation 

Organization,^ methods
j : =:' °

■■■ • :  : : ' • :

•Methods and materials 
Methods and materials 
Sciehtific: background ,;
Methods -
General, techniques of 
teaching health;;
Techniques of teaching 
health ,:i ;
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Only four instructors felt they were not prepared to 
teach health; and eight felt that, in general, health instruc
tion required better preparation. One instructor had no 
opinion on these questions (Table VII, Part C). Every in
structor, except one who offered no opinion, felt a better 
course of preparation -should be incorporated in the teacher- 
training program. Column 4 of Part C shows the desired,im
provements in the training program. ,

r



CHAPTER VX ' ■: . r.' : :::

' THE AIMS 01* HEALTH INSTRUCTION '
V \ '’-"CC. 1 : 1 1-':.

This chapter deals with the aims of health instruction
and the criteria used hy instructors in the determination 
of those aims; the results are divided into those dealing 
with the aims and those dealing with criteria. Aims will 
he considered first, and these, are shown in Table VIII. 
Criteria for the selection of aims and scope of health in
struction will be discussed later in this chapter, with the 
pertinent information sumnarized in Table IX.

The aims of a health instruction program are the objec
tives or desired outcomes, of that program. They may be con
sidered to be those learning experiences provided by instruc
tion or the habits, attitudes, knowledge, or appreciations 
which the instruction should help the child to acquire. These 
aims of the health instruction program as they are under
stood by all the health and physical education instructors 
are listed in Table VIII. Responses given were written, as 
nearly as possible,i in the words of the individual teacher.
All individuals, both those engaged in formal health instruc
tion and those involved only in incidental instruction, were 
questioned about; aims: Only one person did not wish to
answer this question. ; r .: ^ ? -
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TABLE VIIX ,
AIMS OF HEALTH EDUCATION

1 Knowledge basic to good health
2 Habits and attitudes;for proper physical care and care

of physical make-up
3 Knowledge basic to good health : :
A Knowledge basic to good health; simple, practical 

application o f :health knowledge
5 Practical.application of health:knowledge, habits and

attitudes of health
6 Habits and knowledge of healthful living
7 Habits, attitudes, knowledge pertaining to personal 

i care and health
8 Attitudes of social and mental development
9 Knowledge, habits and attitudes of body care ;

10 Habits of healthful living, correction of misconcep-
y tions about healthful living . - - -
11 Attitudes, knowledge and habits of body care
12 Knowledge and attitudes for present and future health

needs ;. u : : ■■ .■ ‘ 1 / ■ '■'
13 Attitudes for present and future health needs
Ik - Understanding and practical application of health 

knowledge
15 Knowledge, - correction, of misconceptions ̂  practical ap

plication of healthful living
y* ■ j ' - : .:C :: ; 1 \ " .• j. :::: cr,' r r:.:i

16 —
17 Knowledge of sound body care
18 Habits and attitudes
19 Habits, attitudes and understanding for general"health
20 Habits and attitudes
' •" ' ■ i * y • :: •... . <'. ■ V
30 Proper attitudes toward individual health and human

relationships ” . , : v . v.: ■. : ; ’ -
31 Attitudes, habits, knowledge, understanding of current
-  ̂ materials in health t ‘ . . r I .
32 Knowledge, attitudes
33 Practical application of health information in daily

lives
34 Knowledge, important to lives of students ;
35 Habit, correction, develop soimd attitudes:and habits
36 Health habits and attitudes in personal development
37 - Presentation of things related to personal needs of child
38 Habits, knowledge, correction of misconceptions
39 Habits, knowledge, correction of misconceptions
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: - ; ~ 1 ' TABLE Till (cbnt.) ■ - ’ : -
40 Sound principles of personal health, with emphasis on

carry-over into home
41 Understandings and appreciations of health information
42 Habits and attitudes of mental, and bodily health
43 Skills and habits of health :
44 Habits and understandings of general health .
45 Knowledge, habits and attitudes of sound health ,
46 Habits and attitudes of personal care :  ̂ •
47 Habits and attitudes ..
48 Social needs, development, use of leisure time
49 . Habits of health.

Each aim or group of aims is listed in Table VIII in 
the order in which the individual instructor presented them. 
These aims were ranked according to the position given them 
by the instructor, and then an average rank was determined 
for each aim listed. There was very little difference in the 
rank of habits, understanding or knowledge, and attitudes as 
aims of health instruction. However, slight differences were 
evident which would place the ranked aims in the order given 
in the preceding sentence.

Among other aims considered important were application 
of health knowledge and the correction of bad habits and mis
conceptions. Social needs, use of leisure time, and the 
understanding of current literature and materials on health 
each appeared only once.

An attempt was made to ascertain the criteria upon 
which the selection of the aims and scope of health instruc
tion was made. Invariably each instructor felt that the



alma of health instruction should be based on the personal
health needs of the >individual child. So great was the em-

:

phasis placed on this criterion that only in the case of 
five instructors were secondary criteria cited. This in
formation is shown in the first four columns of Table IX.

Questions pertaining to criteria for the selection of 
aims and scope of the health instruction were limited to

r: : \those twenty-eight teachers engaged in a formal health pro-
• * ^gram. Twenty-two of them used the health records of pupils

in an effort to determine what their important personal 
health needs were. Examination of these records'was done 
either directly by the instructor or in consultation with the
nurse. Only four of the instructors felt that health records

: : : : ?

were kept;in such a |manner as to be of little value to the
■ ' ■ :: , ’•teacher in determining pupil needs. Two had no opinion on 

this matter, while two others felt an interpretation of the 
health records by the nurse was necessary for proper evalu- 
ation.



• , -TABLE IX
CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF AIMS AND SCOPE OF HEALTH EDUCATION

Personal " " ...... ... .......Do you consult Are these....
health Home School Community health records records kept in a 
needs needs needs needs of the child? satisfactory manner?

1 2 3 .... A.........  '5...  : 6
' 1 z
2 z
3 z
4 z
5 z
6 z
7 z
8 z
9 z

10 z
11 z
12 z
13 z
14 z
15 z
30 z
31 z32 z
33 z
34 z

x

x

Yes
Yes

ft
tf

No

- Nurse
tt

tt

'Yes
M

ft

No
Yes - Nurse Yes
No -

Yes Yes
n tt
tf n

Yes Yes
No No
Yes Yes

tt Nurse
f* Yes

Yes No
No Yes

tt No
Yes Yes
No -

X



TABI3 IX (oont.)
Personal >, Do you consult Are these
health Home School Community health records records kept in a
needs needs needs : needs of the child? satisfactory manner?
1 2 : : 3 : 4 . 5 6

35 . x " ' i Yes Nurse
36 ' X t Nurse . Yes
37 x If Y . ft
38 . x :■; - ,< tt. M
39 : X f: i"' ; n ■ ■ ff

40 . X % Nurse ' Yes ;
41 ' ■ x Yes if
42 •: X ' » ■ . VJt



• v A : : CHAPTER VII ' ; - v, - •

SCOPE AND METHOD OF HEALTH INSTRUCTION

This chapter, the last one presenting data on the 
health instruction program, will deal with the scope of the 
program:and the method of instruction employed by the vari
ous teachers in their health classes. Obviously this chap
ter will be limited to an explanation of the scope and 
method of the formal instruction program only and thus, in 
effect, will be an explanation of these two aspects of the 
health instruction program of the Tucson schools. .

In the determination of the scope or range of the * , 
health instruction program, each of the twenty-eight in
structors was asked to rank certain areas of content in the 
order of their importance, which in this case was based on 
the relative degree of emphasis placed on each area. Nutri 
tion, safetyj cleanliness, use of alcohol and tobacco, sex 
education and social relationships, diseases, physiology, 
posture, rest and exercise were the eight content areas 
listed in the questionnaire. Others which were considered 
important by individual teachers were also to be listed; 
however,- in only one instance was an area cited other than 
the eight listed. This:was first aid, which in reality.is
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part of safety instruction. Individual rankings of the 
content are reported in Table X.

It should be noted that while each instructor was 
asked to rank the content areas in order of Importance, 
each area did not have to be given a separate rank. If cer
tain areas are of equal importance in the opinion of an 
instructor, he was advised to give these areas the same 
rank. For example, the ranking opposite Number 5 shows that 
this instructor felt cleanliness was of greatest importance 
while the remaining areas can be subdivided into two groups 
depending on importance. Rankings opposite Number 7 show 
that this instructor differentiated among all eight areas.

When all instructors had been visited and their rank
ings of the content areas recorded, the cumulative rank of 
each area was determined. By using the formula.

Percent position = 100 (Rank ~ »5) ^
' Number

the rank given each area was converted into percent. The 
percent positions of each area were totaled and averaged, 
then reconverted into a cumulative rank. The formula used 
for transmuting rank into percent appears in Garrett’s 
Statistics in Education and Psychology. The cumulative 
rank of each area is shown in the last cline:: of Table X.

1. Henry E. Garrett, Statistics in Education and 
Psychology (New York: Longmans, Green and Co., 194777"P • 172.
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TABLE X
AREAS OF CONTENT EMPHASIZED IN FORMAL ; -

HEALTH INSTRUCTION CLASSES
% " ' : . ' . • : ' ' . • • -  • :• ; • ' /
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11 6 :■ : 5 .■' 1 5 - - : 1 V 2 . 1 3 '.
12 1 3 1 1 3 2 3 1
13 1 2 1 : 1 2- 2 - 3 1
14 2 6 1 .3 4 4 5 2
15 3 5 1 3 4 3 2 ■ ' : k . ' ' . : ■ .: ■
30 *7 3 > ■ 1 " 4 ' 2 5 -V 6 3 - hv : . ,
31 7 6 1 2 5 8 4 ... 3 , .32 2 6 2 : -4 ■ 1 4 5 -: 3 ..".
33 7 3 4 5 6 8 1 2
34 6 2 6 3 3 4 5 .. 1 -
35 5 4 5 3 ’ 1 2 5 5
36 4 „ 6 7 5 1 3 8 2
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6 4 2 5 1 7 8 3*
*The figures in this line represent the cumulative 
rank for each area.
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The second aspect of classroom health instruction 
considered in this chapter pertains to the method of instruc
tion. All the information on method has been organized in
to Table .Xl^which is divided into.seven parts, as follows:
(A) basis of instruction, (B) selection of materials, (C) 
techniques of instruction, (D) use of outside sources,
•(E) visual aids, (F) textbooks^ and (G) measurement-program. 
Each of the various sections will be discussed separately^

T Throughout this table, answers made by the instructor 
are recorded by the use of certain terms, or by the use 
of an ”x" which in all cases means a positive response in 
regard to certain features of instruction method. For ex
ample , the "x*s" opposite Number 12 in Part A show that 
this instructor uses both the outline and a course of study 
as a basis for his health instruction.

Part A of Table XE shows how the instructor assembles 
and organizes the materials for instruction in health. 
Nineteen depend entirely on the recommended program supplied
by the Committee on Health and Physical Education.

-- It should be noted again that this portion of the 
study relates only to information gathered from teachers 
in the Tucson secondary schools, that group of instructors 
to which the aforementioned committee report is most direct
ly connected.
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TABLE . XI
METHODS OF INSTRUCTION IN HEALTH • 
PART A, THE BASIS OF INSTRUCTION

Outline of Com- .....
mittee on Health 
and Physical Course
Education of study Others

! i

12
3
k
5
6
78 
910
1112

: B
15
30
31
32
33

; ( 34
35
36

vV 37 
;; 38 

39
40
41
42

z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

z
zz
z
z

z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

z

z

z
z
z
z

z

z
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TABLE H  (oont.)
PART B, SELECTION OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL

College General Health
Personal text refer- text- Periodical
information books ences book literature

1 % - -- Z , ' "
2

I Z ' .....
4 z -■
5 - X
6 X -- -

7 z
8 z
9 % z

10 X : z X
11 X
12 :X Z X X X
13 X
14 X X X
15 - X X X
30 -• ' z z X
31 z z X
32 X z
33 _x
34 X z
35 -X z
36 I . X
37 I z
38 z X
39 z z
40 : z z z
41 z z z
42 , %
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TABLE XI (cont.)
PART G, THErTECHNIQUES OE CLASSROOM 

INSTRUCTION IN HEALTH

: : : - -i - Projects & Reports - -
Discus- - 'demonstra- and Work- Group 

Lectures sions ’ tions debates book activity
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TABLE XI (cont.)
PART D, USE OF OUTSIDE SOURCES

Do you use 
outside sources 

in your 
- -program?

Do you.favor 
the extensive 
use of these 

sources? .

1010
ill :: 12 
- 13

- No
" Nurse «
Nurse, Doctor 

Nurse
No

""Hygienist
- . No

Nurse
No

ft
MT"

Doctor

Indirectly
" ':

DirectlyM „

Directly
No
Directly»
No
NO : .. • _
Indirectly
No
Indirectly

- : 31 No It
■ i

i 32 n Directly
: 33 it rt
z: 34 it ft
, 35 Nurse, Doctor Indirectly
: ? 36 No . Directly
.37 H X T Indirectly-38 . . • . - Directly
39 It ft

., 40 Nurse, Doctor No
v 41 ; Nurse it
: 42 No ‘ tt
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TABLE XI (cont.) 
PART E, VISUAL AIDS

10
11
12
131415
30
3132
3334
3536
3738
39
40
4142

Which aids - •'
do you use 

most extensively?
- • J e : v.Movies•' ft ^

ft

Movies-• , -
"None -

Charts
Movies
Charts , 
Movies

Movies
. : '

None
1 s 0 ;,Movies

Charts
Movies

ChartsMovies

Which aids do 
-you consider 
to be of the 

-greatest value?- -
Movies
;■ "

v; - ”: rFilm strips 
Slides
Movies

r -  H r

; Movies 
Charts
Movies

■ V .
"M

Charts 
: Moviesff

•MoviesM
n

• 'Movies 
Charts
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TABLE XI (oont.)
PART F, HEALTH TEXTBOOKS

Do you use a 
textbook which
you consider Is there a good

adequate? textbook available?

Adequate ... Not familiar
2 tt

3 ' Inadequate
4 None Yes
5 tt Not familiar
6 None Not familiar
7 Inadequate Yes
8 None Not familiar
9 it No

10 ft it

11 None Not familiar
12 Adequate Yes
13 - Inadequate Not, familiar
14 :: Adequate Yes
15 Inadequate No
30 Inadequate Yes
31 • Adequate tt

32 Inadequate No
33 None Not familiar
34 H TT

35 None Not familiar
36 Tt Yes
37 if n

38 TT n
39 TT it

40 Adequate Yes
41 M Not familiar
42 None : Yes
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TABLE XI (cont•)
PART G, HEALTH MEASUREMENT PROGRAM

Mental measure-
ment for Measure-

grading and . ment for 
evaluation health record Others

z
z
z
z
z
X
z
z
z

X
zXX
X
X
zXX

Posture

Posture
10 X X tt ft
11 z z Posture, feet12 X13 X14 z
15 X . •
30 X Health check list31 z32 X X Posture, feet
33 z X
34 X X Posture
35 X X36 X z Posture37 X X38 z z39 X z
40 X X Posture
41 X X if
42 z
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• In addition to. using the committee report, five instruc
tors supplement it .with a complete course of study for health 
instruction. Two do.not use the committee outline, but de- 
pend entirely on, a course of study, while one uses neither 
the outline nor a course of study but depends on other 
methods of-organizing -his course of instruction. One teacher 
has no general plan of organization, but outlines his lessons 
on a day-to-day basis. Twenty-four of twenty-eight instruc
tors depend.in some-degree on the outline of.the committee; 
four do not,use it-at all. : Of the twenty-four using this 
outline, only five have supplementary plans for presenting 
health instruction. ...... .... ...... , .

Part B of Table XI considers the selection of materials. 
Five possible sources of materials are listed as column 
headings, and the number of instructors using each source is 
recorded in the columns. Personal information and general 
references are used most extensively. Seven instructors use 
college textbooks to gather materials, while a like number 
use a text, prepared for-teaching health. Only ten out of 
twenty^eight persons use periodical, literature as a source 
,of instructional material. _____ ... ....

In Part C, the techniques of conducting classroom in- 
struction are considered. Lectures, discussions, projects 
and demonstrations, reports and debates, the workbook, and 
group activities are listed as techniques. Lectures involve 
oral presentation of material by the instructor, while dig- 
cussion allows for the presentation of similar material
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through directed pupil-participation. Projects and demon
strations are techniques which indicate the setting up of a * 
problem that is carried to solution by the pupils, or solved 
by a1 teacher demonstration with or without active participation 
of one or more pupils. - - - :

Reports and debates are discussion or argumentation on 
the part of individuals or groups where information is pre
sented by the students themselves• The workbook as a class
room technique indicates the use of a pre-prepared book of 
questions and problems 'used to bring to light the salient 
features of health. Group activities would be exemplified 
by the solution of a problem or completion of a project by a 
group of students cooperating in the work at hand.
' r All the foregoing techniques are used in some degree by ' 

the-instructors- involved in this study. - Only lectures and 
discussion seem to be used to any great"degree; most instruc
tors' depend oh these two techniques, while a few use the 
others. ■ - : ■ : ; ^
-- Part 'D shows the outside sources which each instructor 

uses in his program. By outside sources is meant the use 
of other persons such as a nurse or doctor. Eighteen said 
they did hot use such sources but conducted all instruction 
themselves." Seven had the school nurse lecture to students 
on health, while - four used the services of a doctor in this 
capacity, and one used the services of a dental hygienist.

In connection with the use of outside personnel, each
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Insttuotor was asked whether he felt that the extensive use 
ef sueh people would be of significant aid in the health pro
gram.- Six felt that the indirect use of these people 
would be of benefit, while twelve thought the direct use of 
these:sources would be helpful, and ten felt the extensive 
use of; the doctor or nurse would not be beneficial. This 
means that six instructors felt that if a doctor or nurse 
would give the instructor certain information, he could 
present it effectively; twelve:would have the doctor or 
nurse lecture directly to the class.
.z - Visual,aids; in the_health instruction program are con

sidered, in Part E. The first-column deals with aids which 
are used^most_extensively, while the second column lists 
those aids which various-instructors consider to be of great
est value. Motion pictures appear to hold the predominant 
position in both these categories, since about two-thirds 
of the instructors felt these aids were of greatest value. 
Health charts were found to occupy second position, while 
slides and film strips were mentioned only once. Four in
structors used no visual aids, and six had no opinion as to 
which aids were of greatest value.

As indicated in Part F, sixteen instructors do not have 
a textbook for use with their health classes. Of the twelve 
who have a text, only six felt the book was adequate. An 
effort was made to determine instructor opinion on the 
availability of an adequate textbook for health. Eleven
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were not familiar with available textbooks; and of the re
maining seventeen, five felt a good text was not available 
as they had been unable to find one they considered ade
quate. Twelve believed an adequate text could be located.

The last section of Table XI, Part G, deals with the 
measurement program. Every instructor gives written ex
aminations to measure for grading and evaluation. Twenty- 
one measure; the height and weight of pupils periodically 
in conjunction with the nurse for the pupil’s health record 
Only .eleven.make .use of a health measuring program,; and in 
six ,instances this is purely a posture check. Four;in- - 
structors check posture, and in addition either hearing or 
the feet. Only one instructor uses a health check list. 
There was - no indication that eyesight of pupils is ever 
checked by the ins true tori...-. .. .  ̂- ■ .,,.o --t •.

'll-:

. v.

'.' .-I’-io-V '•' I'*'
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Presentation of the factual data collected during the 
investigation has been made in the preceding chapters. Dis
cussion is now directed at an evaluation of the facts brought 
to light. The data have been presented in as impartial a 
manner as possible and without subjective consideration. 
However, a personal evaluation of these data with the con
clusions and recommendations of the author will constitute 
the remaining portion of the - study.

• In the following discussion the order of presentation- 
established in previous chapters will be followed closely. 
Broad conclusions will be drawn first, then lesser conclu
sions pertaining to more specific aspects of the health in
struction program will-be given. Administration was con
sidered first in the body of the thesis and thus will be 
given first consideration, followed by a discussion of the 
conclusions connected with the various other aspects of the 
program. Data revealed in earlier chapters -will serve as a 
guide for the author’s conclusions and recommendations. - 

One major conclusion based on an understanding of the 
health instruction program as it exists in the Pima County 
secondary schools at the present time must be drawn. Local
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educators in their effort to give youth that information 
necessary for a happy, healthful, and productive life are 
not taking full advantage of the opportunities that could 
be offered through the presentation of an effective health 
instruction program. That vast fund of basic health infor
mation— nutrition, cleanliness, physical care of the body, 
and mental hygiene— that is so vital to the life of the 
child and adult alike is Inadequately treated by our teach
ers and is given a secondary position in relation to the 
traditional curriculum subjects.

Witness the fact that four of the county secondary 
schools with an enrollment comprising more than 20 percent 
of the total secondary enrollment have no course whatsoever 
dealing with this health information. The figures on compar
ative enrollment are shown in Part 3 of the Appendix, while 
the discussion in the initial pages of Chapter III shows 
that there is no formal health instruction program in the 
secondary schools at Ajo, Amphitheater, Marana, or Sunny- 
side. The incidental program directed toward imparting 
health information is entirely inadequate. Evidence of this 
inadequacy is found in Column 1, Part A, Table 711, page 49. 
Instructors involved in a program of incidental health in
struction were unanimous in their expression of dissatisfac-

. . ■ -v; - 'tion.
Twenty percent of the students in the secondary grades 

of Pima County are not able to enroll in a health course.
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Are the other 80 percent of the school children between the 
ages of twelve and seventeen more fortunate? It will be 
found by referring to Part 1+ of the Appendix that approxi
mately 80 percent of the secondary enrollment in Pima 
County schools is in the Tucson schools, where a formal 
health instruction program has been initiated. An explana
tion of the nature of the Tucson program can be-found on 
pages 16-17.
. Though the Tucson program is still in the early stage 

of development, its mere existence is encouraging. The 
author ’s .examination of the Tucson program leads him to be
lieve a serious effort is being made to improve the offerings 
of the schools through the introduction of health instruc- 
tion. However, the Tucson program is still in need of im
provement with respect to time allotment, provision of suit
able texts, visual aids, and other instructional materials.

To summarize, it is seen that some of our schools have 
no program for health education, while others have only a 
rudimentary program. The former group must start at the 
beginning to establish a sound program, while the latter is 
more favorably situated since the broad gap between a par
tial health instruction program and nothing at all has been 
bridged, and the rudiments for building and improvement 
are established.

No further effort will be made to differentiate between 
or compare the programs in the various schools. The author
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now proposes to present those elements which he believes to 
be of value in a health instruction program. Many of the 
recommended procedures and standards are arbitrary. They 
are presented after reflective consideration of the findings 
of the study, and much that is stated will be far in advance 
of what is being done at the present. The suggestions made 
may never be enacted and the program in the schools may never 
reach the theoretical limits that are proposed. However, 
it is true that positive action based on experimentation 
and upon trial and error is essential to progress.

In Chapter II it was shown that there is no state or 
local legislation making it mandatory for school adminis
trators to incorporate health instruction in the curricula 
of Pima County secondary schools. The exception regarding 
the requirement that physical education Instructors explain 
to their classes the effects of using alcohol and tobacco 
was noted. This requirement constitutes the only specific 
obligation placed on our schools in connection with offering 
instruction related to health. : : , ;

There have been no special citations in school appro
priation measures nor any specific appropriations directed 
toward initiating a program in health instruction. These 
measures and general legislative attempts to set up an in
structional program, if they did exist, would be impractical 
and unnecessary. An effective instruction program, regard
less of the field involved, cannot be legislated into
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existence, nor can we depend on such action to insure the 
success of the efforts of our schools. When a real health 
instruction program does become a reality, it will not be 
the product of inspired legislation. Such a program will be 
an integral unit of the general instruction plan, initiated 
by persons responsible for the general program and subsi
dized by money budgeted for curriculum purposes.

The absence of a course of study for the secondary 
grades published by the State Department of Education does 
not constitute a real impediment to the development of a 
sound program. Such a course of study coupled with the ad
vice and recommendations of state educational officers would 
be helpful, but these aids are not indispensable.

Neither is special certification of health instructors 
necessary. Of course there are certain elements of teacher 
training peculiar and essential to the preparation of health 
instructors, but general certification requirements are 
sufficient, and the selection of teachers for special areas 
should be left to the district superintendent and his prin
cipals who are more familiar with local problems which are 
to be covered in a course such as health instruction.

Coordination of the health instruction program on the 
state or county level should be undertaken through advisory 
measures presented by state and county educational officers 
and through cooperation among educators in the various dis
tricts. The program and attitudes of teachers and
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administrators involved in a health instruction program 
in one school district should be made available to,personnel 
in other, districts by means of period!cal reports or possibly 
through participation in health workshops. Coordination 
through cooperation can lead to effective unification, 
whereas coordination through dictum does not always have 
productive results. . ...

The advisability of building a unified program from the 
district level up through the county and state can be shown. 
In certain areas of the county where enrollment is drawn 
from the economically less-fortunate population group whose 
homes are -not fitted with all modern conveniences, the prob
lems-related, to sanitation,^cleanliness, and proper preser
vation of food are of major importance. ,In other-areas, the 
emphasis placed-on these points need not be extreme. Such 
differences are apparent within single communities•or dis
tricts. .For example, in Tucson the problem of. sanitation 
and cleanliness is more acute for pupils enrolled in the 
Safford;:Junior High School than for those in the Mansfield 
Junior High. Recognition of these differences is necessary 
so that .instructors may adapt their material accordingly; 
thus the program cannot be entirely consistent and uniform 
for the whole state, .but must be flexible to allow for 
local conditions.. .. - . . . .

. The health instruction program can be most effectively
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organized on the district level. School board members, 
superintendents, principals and teachers must all act in 
this matter, though it is the classroom teacher who must 
actually organize, develop and apply the program. This or
ganization on a district level will be effected through the 
use of a committee on health instruction composed of at 
least one instructor from each school, a school nurse, and' 
an interested administrator.' The advice and help of a 
school doctor should be available, but it is doubtful whether 
he need be a permanent member of the committee. He should 
be of much assistance by pointing out the health problems 
of the school child and giving information concerning local 
problems in nutrition and disease.

The school nurse is^more- closely connected with the 
classroom situation and therefore should be a permanent mem
ber of 'the committee. She can help organize material as 
well as supply advice and information as to those areas of 
content that 'need emphasis.1 v v ;

Such a committee should not-attempt to act without the 
advice and presence of an administrator. Problems connected 
with adapting the curriculum to the' inclusion of a new 
course must -be considered>-and cooperation from the adminis
tration is necessary. - - : :

‘The foie of>the instructor on this committee would be 
that^of planning and evaluating the course in the light 
of actual classroom situations and his own personal
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experience. He will suggest areas for consideration, 
present:ideas on practical teaching methods; advise on the 
need and procuring of texts, visual and auditory aids, fa
cilities and other essential materials; propose improvements 
in administrative techniques, teacher preparation, and. in- . 
service activities; and, finally, act with the chairman of 
the committee;in:preparing reports of the committee’s work.

: Each committee should have an active chairman, prefer
ably an instructor in.health, who will be responsible for . 
the efficient and effective operation of the committee and 
act as-district coordinator for the program. .:It is reason
able to suppose that this chairman would-be active:also■in 
shaping the general instructional policy and in organizing 
the whole curriculum. Also, health instructors and adminis
trators in other.districts should be familiar with activi
ties in their field, and such information could be obtained 
from the committee chairman.
. —  Two questions are likely to arise concerning .the for
mation o f ;a health instruction committee. First, can the 
chairman capably handle his regular teaching duties if he 
is burdened with the responsibilities of such a chairman
ship? Secondly, should the committee devote its total 
effort to health instruction alone, or can it act in regard 
to another field, namely, physical education? When the . 
chairman is appointed by the school superintendent, he 
should, be, relieved of a certain portion of his teaching
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duties. - Possibly :the number of teaching hours for this in
dividual' can be reduced from the normal five or six each 
day to three or four. In a very large school district with 
heavy enrollment", the daily teaching load of the chairman 
should be reduced to a minimum because of the amount of work 
involved-in organizing an extensive program in health.

'-- The second question regarding the combination of two 
fields arid having one -committee responsible for both will 
take a"great deal of'irigeriuity before it is answered. Here " 
the secondary question arises as to whether health instruc
tion and physical education are really separate fields or • 
only two branches of the same field. This question seems to 
be rather'academic; but it deserves some consideration. As 
has' been “pointed but in earlier "chapters, most administrators 
believe health iristructiori should"be handled by physical 
education teachers. As will be shown later," such teachers 
are best suited for this work and at present are widely 
used !in this' capacity. Certain changes in the trainirig pro
gram for physical education instructors can easily be made - 
so they will be1 better prepared for the teaching of health.
- - It might be 'mentioned here that almost any good teacher 

could teach health without encountering serious difficulty. 
The irist rue tor who -is well trained in methods of instruc
tion 'can-provide himself with the information necessary to 
for the health field. A teacher’s interest in improving 
the welfare of tils students is a potent factor here, and
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with the aid of in-service training any interested teacher 
can qualify as a health'instructor. The well-trained in- ' 
structor with a -minimum, amount of information can teach 
more health-than a-medical scientist who"is untrained in  ̂
basic methods-bf1 classroom-instruction. 1" : ('- : . l
• duer This is not intended to indicate that health . ins true-~ 
tibh can be successfully handled by anyiteacheriobutuonly 
to- emphasize the importance of'"instruct ionalltechniques.
A desirable condition would becthe- development of:*a teacher
training .program especially adapted for the preparation of 
health instructors, which would include methods/ technique, 
and the"needed information. An administrator should!not■ 
explain the absence of a health instruction program:by the 
lack of qualified, teachers, since qualified instructors!can 
be”developed through- in-service training.* . A u : ’A:i ;
A - • ̂ Health ! and: physical education appear to be two branches 
of the Same field, which are complimentary rather’than■sup- 
lementary to each"other; it therefore seems advisable to 
place the! organization of’ these- tv/o portions - of the curricu
lum" in the hands of-one committee, i The administrative! ad
vantages "of having one;general - committee rather than.two 
are apparent; also, the-committee’s importance will be 
increased by its representing;two important branches of -. 
education-. " Some! care will need! to be! taken to insur e that 
one!subject"is not neglected in favor of the other. This 
difficulty may;be minimized:if theA committee is composed of .
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persons active only in physical education, persons active 
only in health, and persons who participate in the teaching 
of both subjects.

. In effect this study deals with only half of the "busi
ness with which the committee will occupy itself. Physical 
education and the proper exploitation of its essential con
tributions cannot be considered here. The development of. 
a proper program for both health and physical education 
should be the job of a single committee; it is work related 
to a divided field but with a single purpose.

•It is questionable whether an athletic coach should 
serve.as chairman of this committee. His preoccupation is 
primarily with training competitive teams, and it would not 
be reasonable to suggest that he,neglect this interest in 
favor of organizing a more general program. A more suitable 
chairman would be the intramural director, since his efforts 
are with the general program-and not with selected groups.
.... . The foregoing recommendations must be tempered to fit 

the individual school situation. It would be an error to 
suggest that the health instructor in the Marana district, 

x for instance, where health instruction can be handled by 
one person.should be given.free time during which he is to 
prepare•his health course. Only large schools can use the 
full committee plan, while smaller schools and districts . 
would; need to make some changes to fit local needs. The 
Ajo secondary grades have an enrollment of approximately 500.



One full-time health instructor could give the health 
courses for all students, but physical education would re
quire more than one teacher. If the teachers split their 
time between the two subjects, no additional personnel 
would be required, but the teaching schedule would be com
plicated. Since there is only one school in this district, 
the instructors plus the principal and the nurse would con
stitute the district committee, with one of the instructors 
acting as chairman. A similar situation exists in the Am
phitheater School, while in the smaller schools of the 
county, health and physical education must be handled by ~ 
one person for economy reasons. In such a case it is neces
sary- that the instructor be trained in both fields and that 
he recognize the importance of each. . ' - : . . .

Tucson, School District No1. 1, offers the proper cir
cumstances for the use of the full committee plan. There 
are seven secondary schools in Tucson— six junior high 
schools and one senior high school. At the present time 
there is a health and-physical education committee in exis
tence, arid:the experience of this committee was utilized- 
in making some of the recommendatibris presented here. The 
recommendations of"this group, "Tentative Program for Health 
Education:arid;Physical Education for Grades Seven through 
Twelve, Tucson Public Schools,” is reproduced in the Appendix.

It seems logical to evaluate the work of this Tucson 
committee and its recommendations. The need of a unified



philosophy and purpose is noted in the introductory remarks 
offthe committee’s; report: “A unified philosophy of Health
Education and especially Physical Education needs to be .. 
adoptednby^the.entire system-from administrators, through the 
regular teacher.” Agreed.- But, when is this philosophy to 
be fully adopted,and upon what anticipated and desired 
outcomes] will it be based? ; ;
. : y Chapter:,VI of this study, has been devoted to determin-. 
ing; teacher opinion on aims, and ;objectives-.of, health instruc 
tion. rInformation is; also contained .therein on;the method .. 
of ascertaining such aims, based on child needs; such infor
mation should be valuable in the determination-,.of a. phil
osophy, which is also an expression of ,aims. Opinions of 
thirty-nine instructors- in- health and physical education.; : - 
show that: the; desired outcomes of.̂  health instruction - are. , .
habit formations, understandings.and,attitudes consistent 
with healthful-living. -Thus; the philosophy should direct 
the development,of a sound productive program consistent 
with],the desired aims. There should be development;.of the 
habits .of good-mental;and physical health; the child;should 
be provided with that information which will enable him to 
understand why.he should,develop the desired habits; and 
there should be: instilled through good teaching favorable 
attitudes of health and healthful living.
;. But a broadly-worded statement of; purpose is of little 
practical value to the classroom teacher^unless he is able
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to convert7 abstract desirable outcomes into concrete stu
dent-reactions. What specific habits, knowledge, and atti
tudes' are important? Each instructor must answer this ques
tion, and determine the peculiar needs in his school. Is 
there a necessity for the children to learn the need for 
cleanliness and neatness? Does the problem of contracting 
poliomyelitis or tuberculosis confront the pupils? How can 
they be taught to protect themselves against these diseases? 
What are the social consequences of poor posture and how can 
this be corrected? These thoughts and others will be in the 
teacher's mind as he attempts to convert the general phil
osophy of health instruction into student reactions.

‘In part two of the introductory remarks of the Tucson 
committee's report there is the suggestion that the curricu
lum coordinator be empowered to make the committee permanent 
This should be done, but action of the committee should be 
directed by its chairman rather than by the coordinator. "
If the latter had charge of the'committee's action, it is 
possible "fitting in" the health course with the general 
curriculum would be given more weight than the actual need 
for the course. ; : 7''

Though the health' instruction program in Tucson is 
based on the committee’s report, Table II, page 39, reveals 
that the majority of instructors in the program do not feel 
it is satisfactory. Three of the six senior high school 
instructors' are - satisfied with the program, but only five



of the twenty-two junior high instructors feel it is ade
quate. It should be,pointed out that the committee has . 
been functioning,for only one year, thus many,of its recom
mendations were experimental. However, its work to date 
will provide a satisfactory basis for future improvements.

• v ' -  ̂ t » : • , . - • . • V •- ... ..... k , > •

r, ■ . Teacher opinion on the general method of organizing the 
health instruction program is shown in Table f,V, Part B , page 
46. Twenty-too."- - instructors, were favorable and six ..were 
opposed to coordination of the program on a county or dis
trict level by means of a committee; all of these instructors 
are familiar,with the work of the Tucson committee. Four 
of the,dissenting.teachers favored the appointment of a. 
district ..or county, coordinator .for the program; presumably- 
they preferred an individual, to a committee for .this work.

- All but five, of-this.same group of.twenty-eight instruc
tors favoredrthe:appointment of.a coordinator for health 
instruction. This indicated that the majority of all these 
instructors feel the need of a real, coordinated program and 
see in.the appointment of.a. coordinator the added assurance 
that such coordination will .be achieved. ■The; appointment 
of a coordinator, the.chairman of each committee, in each 
district has been recommended. A county coordinator who 
would act to help organize the program for the whole county 
and facilitate inter-district cooperation.should eventually 
be appointed or elected by members of the various-district . 
committees. At present, however, there is no need for such
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an officer since, many of the county districts have no pro
gram. J%en each district does organize and put into effect 
a program, the services of a county coordinator.will be

ne.ed®d : V 1 - . .:v.V Vo i-c
. The.first step,that must be taken when plans are made

to introduce health into the curriculum is the organization 
of the instructional committee. In larger schools where—'Z , ... : . . . . . . ::  . , _ . . :: c::
instructors active in the present instructional program 
have no experience-or training in the health field, there 
may be temporary difficulties arising from the need of 
additional personnel or further training on the part of 
those already teaching at the school in question. Probably 
the instructors would have to spend a summer in training 
for and. organizing.:the .program, . The committee could,meet 
during the week previous, to the start of the fall term.

..The committee must have a full comprehension of the 
needs,of the local situation. The program will depend on 
these needs of the community and it will vary in the differ
ent communities, but certain general recommendations.can be 
made. .Included in these recommendations is the establish- 
ment of two health courses which will,be offered,during 
the secondary school years as required studies for all 
students. _One of the health courses should be given during 
the seventh or possibly the eighth.year, while the second 
should be given at the senior high level, preferably during 
the sophomore year.
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Of these two courses given as part of the general 
secondary education, that presented during the junior high 
school training period will reach the greatest number of
» — ' >-"• •-'*■ - * ' -.v - • ’ * •' - x.* v : l. - y ■- - - ; * .. -v ■ • ' ■■ *-.•» L--;. • . v .1pupils. Since one of the aims of the course would be to
;>v’:G':v h:■ g ; / v .. - • ' c : G,'. :give a basic understanding to all students, it seems this
early course is of the greatest importance since many leave
>r V:,-c ,
school during the later secondary years. From the study of 
the 1949-1950 secondary school population of Pima County,
::''CIg- -v ■ ;• in :- .oshown in the Appendix, ::c:n;;G.. 'GO " 1 g j /it was found that 22.3 percent of
this part of the total school enrollment was placed in the
seventh grade. In general, there is a gradual diminution 
of the school population enrolled in each grade as the 
higher levels are reached. This problem related to student
tenure and the need for the continuation of each pupil“in 
school cannot be considered further here, but it is a fac- 
tor that must be recognized by the committee when the health 
program is organized.

V/hen the maximum number of students is to be reached,
■£G;., GGui'" -G1.. .'..g :.'. • : ..-G - G- ;G . m g : : . ; : ' - -  Gr--:-then the course should be given during the earlier grades.
ggg o ;: g gg gg.;;; -'G' ,'g g :gg.L' •g'g'g . : - • or cgg 'g g ggvgg g--For example, in the Pima County secondary schools about one-
half of those who enroll in the seventh grade will complete 
the eleventh grade and enter the senior year. Thus the

' \ ] : , " • ; 't }'  " : ; ^ • >— ; * - - - • - : G-- - ■ - • "
best time to give the course dealing with the basic funda
mentals is during the seventh grade but, because of the
problem of readiness and because certain aspects of the scope 
of the program do not become important until students reach
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a'later age, a second course in health is needed. A good 
rule, commonly expressed^ that may apply here is to offer 
the course at the time it will do the most good for the 
most people. Problems arising from the fact that many leave 
school during the secondary years are general to all education, 
and only place further difficulties in the path of the com
mittee. -

It has been advised that secondary health instruction 
should be given in two courses. One way to give this in
struction is through the use of two courses, each of which 
would last one full semester with classes in health held 
every- day for the full eighteen-week term. A more desirable 
method is to have each of the courses last two semesters, 
with -classes three days each week. The plan where each course 
lasts one semester appears more advantageous from an admin
istrative standpoint, however, and this plan is recommended 
for it will allow for the more effective and economical use 
of teacher time. For instance, one instructor in the pro
gram could alternately teach health one semester for boys 
and one semester for girls each year; or one instructor 
could .alternate" between the two courses given at the differ
ent levels. This problem should be worked out by each com
mittee, and the advice of the administrative member of the 
committee should be carefully weighed.

One full-time instructor, teaching health both semesters 
of the school year, can instruct between 300 and 400 hundred

L.
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students each year... Because of the small enrollment at 
Marana, A ■jo and Sunnyside, the healths instructor must be 
able to teach in another, field, possibly physical education. ̂- - • - * ■ ' - - 1 ' i. •. . . ■w • • , .  ̂ r • ■■■' *i t. t : N.' ■ , , *,' i ‘ “ - ■ • ̂ ,

At Amphitheater there should be at least one full-time 
health instructor. If additional classes-are, needed in.this, 
school, they could be handled, by another instructor. The 
program - in . the•various Tucson junior, high schools, can be • 
easily taken care of by: one. full-time instructor; while the 
program in the Tucson Senior High School.would, require at 
least three and-probably four instructors., These observe- 
tions are based on the attendance figures for the school year 
1949-1950 as shown in Part.4 of the Appendix. . -

Most instructors engaged in the Tucson program favor 
the concentrated course and the use of full-time, instructors. 
Table IV,.-,page 43, shows that only one instructor does not 
favor, the use of the- full course, while, all but six feel . 
each school should- have a full-time instructor. Part A of 
Table VTl, page 49, shows the opinion of the other instruc
tors: in the county on these questions. These latter indi- 
viduals agree,with the Tucson instructors. Though the ques
tion pertaining to the use of the full course and a full
time instructor in the questionnaire did not specify that 
the school population.in each case must warrant the use of 
a full-time health instructor, most teachers had the fore
sight , to make such a reservation. : 1 .

In the previous discussion the term "full-time' • - - u _ ■. - - .. . ,» • . , . .. c. . - * <•
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instructor” has teen used'frequently. This means that the 
instructor in question would teach only health. He may have 
training in another field, but he would concentrate only 
on health. This term should not be confused with ’’health 
specialist” which means a person trained to teach only health. 
Iri^this case the instructor during the period of his pre
paratory training would specialize in health as an area of 
instruction, much like history or science.
• *' An-interesting point is that administrators were not 
quite so unanimously in favor of having full-time health 
instructors. The reader is referred to page 20 where it was 
shown that six of the eleven administrators favored the use 
of an instructor who devoted all his time to health instruc
tion. This may be only an indication of the practical na
ture of most administrators, since those in the larger 
schools generally favored the use of a full-time instructor 
while those in smaller institutions did not. In almost 
every case the -reservation regarding the size of the school 
population was noted by administrators. **

The advantage of using the one-semester course rather 
than the two-semester has been considered. However, either 
of these'plans is preferable to the plan where health in
struction is given for a number of weeks each semester for 
three or four years, or on one day each week for a like 
number of years. Every educator will recognize the pedagog
ical advantages of the concentrated course.
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. p i One of the shortcomings of the Tucson program centers 
about this - point. Instruction during the junior high school 
period is -spread.over three years, with classes being held 
by each physical education instructor as part of his course
for about four weeks.each semester. All the Tucson in-.. - ' . . . . . .  - .

structors realize the disadvantage of this method: mention 
has been made of their almost unanimous opinion favoring 
the concentrated course. Additional emphasis is found in 
the fact,.that-ten instructors.listed among desired improve-, 
ments the reorganization of the time schedule of the program. 
This .information is shown.in Table II, page 39.

Certain administrative problems were noted by the ad
ministrators when they were asked.if they foresaw any major 
problems caused by the introduction of the health course. 
Problems cited included.the need for space and facilities, 
budgetry requirements, and teacher improvement. It can be 
concluded that these are general problems confronting ad
ministrators and are not peculiar to health alone, while the 
introduction of the new course does not constitute.in it
self a serious problem. The problem noted by administrators 
which is most closely connected with health is that of pre- 
paring,better trained,teachers. ,_(See page 19.)

One other,aspect of the organization of the program, 
h o w t o  integrate health with other school subjects, war
rants consideration. Table V, part A, page 45, presents 
some peculiar information. Only seven instructors in a .
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small number, of schools feel there is general coordination 
or integration of the curriculum in their school. Twenty- 
seven of the twenty-eight instructors favor this integra
tion, although only nine personally make any attempt to 
integrate their instructionLwith that of other teachers.

Integration is obviously needed, and it should be car
ried ;on by means of a school health council, according to 
almost all instructors -(Table V, Part A, page 45)♦ A formal 
health council need not be organized, nor should the council 
be limited.exclusively to health instructors. It should in
clude a physical education instructor, a member of the sci
ence department, the home-making and shop.teachers, and the 
school;nurse. r In fact, any conscientious qualified staff 
member would ..be . an; asset to the council. Together these 
people would work out an integrated program for the school 
as pertains to health. In those districts where there is 
an instruction committee for health•and physical> education, 
and where there is only one school in the district, the .. 
council would be superfluous; whereas in the Tucson system 
the various schools should have a council to supplement the 
work of the general committee and to adapt the committee 
recommendations t o ;the special needs of individual schools.

- -.Most administrators and about half the instructors 
feel:a student club or the student government acting in an 
extra-classroom program in health would not successfully 
supplement the instructional program. It would be almost
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impossible to sustain interest in an activity of this na
ture, therefore efforts along this line should not be at
tempted.

The reader is now referred to Table II, page 39, and 
to Table VII, Part A, page 49, where the desired improve
ments of each instructor are listed. In general, these 
improvements fall into two categories; the one deals with 
organization of the program, while the other pertains to 
materials for the program. 'The conclusions and recommenda
tions regarding the "organization of the program have been 
set down. Methods and materials will be considered after a 
brief discussion relating to the instructor and his training.

Chapter IV is devoted to showing the experience and 
qualifications of Pima County health instructors and those 
instructors in other fields who will be called upon to 
teach health. This information has been summarized in 
Table" I, pages 25-32, while the results of a survey of in
structor opinion regarding the qualifications and training 
of health instructors are included in Table III, pages 40- 
41, and Part C of Table VII on page 50. Examination of 
Table I and the following discussion will give a rather 
complete picture of the type of instructor who is now active 
or will become active in the program. Instructor opinion 
on the training of health teachers will indicate certain 
desired improvements.
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; , The number of classes in health and other subjects that 
the instructor teaches, the type of certificate each holds, 
his training in health and related fields, his plans for ~ 
further study, and his experience are all shown in Table I, 
page .25. From these data one can draw certain conclusions 
related to the program and to the instructor himself.

Because only one instructor in the county devotes all 
his teaching time to formal health instruction, and since 
many instructors included in the study teach health only 
incidentally, there is further evidence that the county pro
gram is in the early stages of development. The real worth 
of the total program cannot be judged in the light of the 
time that various instructors devote to this type of instruc
tion, but with the development of the program, each school 
should have one.teacher who conducts formal health classes 
during the whole year. Then again the increase in number 
of full-time instructors active in the program will be proof 
that the program is developing, since the use of the full
time instructor is the most practical method of handling 
this instruction.

Table I shows that many teachers have special, tem
porary, or pre-secondary certificates. Also, many have in
dicated that they were attending summer sessions in order 
to take further study. It is possible that some of them will 
take additional courses in health, especially those who are 
working on an advanced degree in this field. Immediate
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strengthening'of the course offerings for training instruc
tors in health will benefit both those now at work and those 
wlio are trained in the future. However, it cannot be con
cluded that those now active in the program will take courses 
in health unless they will fit into their graduate programs. 
Only the teacher's desire to be of service and his pride in 
being well prepared will motivate him to take the health 
courses that cannot be used for his advanced degree.

: The-real solution is the development of an over-all 
program for training health instructors. This can be handled 
with facility by the physical education departments of 
teacher-training institutions where adaptations of present 
training methods can be made. There is special need for 
such adaptations at the University of Arizona where the 
training in health work, given incidentally to physical edu
cation majors, is entirely inadequate. The examination of 
this question-of-becoming an adequately trained health in
structor from a purely practical standpoint causes one to 
conclude that this one section of the secondary field is 
the-least crowded in regard to the availability of qualified 
instructors. ■

• In connection with this whole discussion on the quality 
of the training of health instructors, it is interesting to 
refer to Table III and Part C of Table VII; there it will be 
noted that most Tucson instructors and more than half of the 
other county instructors feel they are personally trained
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well enough to teach health successfully. Most of these 
same people feel that, in general, health instructors are 
ill-prepared. This discrepancy is rather hard to explain, 
but it is not the explanation of this point that is impor
tant. Most instructors are confident they can teach health 
successfully, and this is important. -

Though many of these instructors think they are well- 
prepared, a look at their training in this and allied fields 
causes oiie' to doubt that "they have had sufficient prepara
tion. Many have never had a course in health during their 
teacher training; others have only sketchy training in the 
field. All this results from the lack of emphasis in this 
field during the past years; however, the possibility that 
many have prepared"themselves by means of personal applica
tion cannot be ruled out. If these instructors are trained 
in the methods and techniques and if they have provided them
selves with the necessary information on health, then they 
are able to teach the subject with a measure of success.

If we wish to rule out the heed of depending on the 
instructor * s own initiative in the preparation of a corps 
of qualified instructors, we should establish a balanced 
training program. By referring once again to Table III and 
to Part -C of‘Table VII,* one can see that most instructors 
feel the teacher-training program must include a course in 
health methods and materials and also one providing the 
needed information. These two courses are the primary need,
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though other areas of the training program such as princi
ples.and philosophy, measurement, health guidance, adminis
tration, and.other.aspects also need to he emphasized.

The first:course that must be added is one in health 
methods. This will supplement the general course in methods 
and will consider techniques, materials and aids, as well 
as the sources of these instructional devicesi,. In.addition 
to. the health methods course, there should be one devoted 
to .imparting;health information.. This course should combine 
all the .needed facts and their sources into a single, compre
hensive course which all health instructors would take.
There is no need for the health instructor to take a full 
course in.bacteriology in order to handle the classroom dis
cussion of the common:cold. ’ Nor is extensive training in 
physiology;necessary for the proper discussion of problems 
of nutrition. It would be highly desirable if each teacher 
had all this specialized training, but the practicality of 
such a move';must be considered.

.If each instructor took chemistry, zoology, bacteriology, 
physiology, and anatomy.he would have essential and needed 
information. Is such a.program feasible? The necessary 
pertinent facts taken from each of these fields should be 
combined:into a practical course for health instructors.
There must be a strict integration of the information course 
with that in methods. In fact, a combination of the two may 
be:highly desirable. Both the methods and the information

214093
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all health instructors. : , -

The importance of. the aims of health instruction to 
the development of the program has been noted in the discus
sion regarding formation of a basic philosophy. • A.further 
examination of Table, V I I I p a g e  53 ,• concerning the aims of 
health.instruction: suggests additional comment. -When the 
general aims of health were charted in the order.of impor
tance given them by each instructor and a cumulative ranking 
determined, it was found there was little difference in the 
cumulative importance of habits, understandings or knowledge, 
and attitudes. Instructors are cognizant of the fact that 
there is a certain amount of information basic to instruc
tion, and that the proper habits and attitudes are the de
sired, outcomes of this information. In Table IX the various 
important areas of content are listed, showing how each in
structor lists them. For example, by combining the in
structor opinion on aims and scope, we find that the habits 
and attitudes of cleanliness are of .primary concern in the 
mind of all instructors. -

Though this study lists the broad aims and areas of 
content, an effort to convert the aims into student reaction 
and to list the specific details of the scope has not been 
made. In all probability a district committee could better 
undertake•the investigation which would result in the spe
cific determination of the desired pupil outcomes and the
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formation.of a.complete, practical course outline in 
health. The value of the results of such an investigation 
to the individual teacher would he considerable.

An .-attempt has been made to formulate a brief course 
outline of the senior high school course in Tucson. This 
outline is divided into three sections, each of which is 
to take a six-weeks period. Only the topics that are to be 
covered are included in this outline, and no effort is made 
to list the specific information that should be used in the 
units. There is no consideration given to the desired stu
dent outcomes for each of the units.
. The,shortcomings of the proposed outline, notably the 
absence of the specific content matter and the desired out
comes, have been noted. Since this thesis does not embrace 
the purpose of preparing a course outline, the material in 
Table X and the following discussion only suggest the prin
cipal areas of instruction. However, there is need for a 
real course outline for health. Indication of this need can 
be found by referring to Part A of Table XI, page 62, where 
it is shown that only seven of the twenty-eight Tucson in
structors have such an outline in their possession. Be
cause, of this lack, most of them must depend on the vague, 
broad committee recommendations which are entirely inade
quate since they only list areas to be considered and do 
not aid the teacher in planning the teaching program. Cer
tain of the Tucson instructors feel the course of study in
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health prepared by the Oregon State Department of Education 
is of value.

Because teachers have been given only very general in
formation pertaining to the aims and scope of the program, 
an effort was made to determine how these instructors con
verted the broad concepts into classroom outcomes. They 
were' also'asked whether they considered the needs of their 
pupils when determining the scope of the program and its 
outcomes. Every-instructor felt, and rightly so, that pri
mary concern to them should be the personal health needs of 
the individual pupil. Only five instructors cited secondary 
needs, either those of the home, community, or school. The 
data shown in Table IX are further evidence of the newness 
of the program. The problems of personal health are of ex
treme importance, and actually these cannot be completely 
divorced from the health needs of the home or the community. 
A shift of emphasis can be made to include the more diversi
fied aspects of health. This should be done as the program 
expands.
; ' Incidental to this part of the investigation was the 

determination of the methods used by each instructor to as
certain the "more prevalent needs of the school population. 
The majority of .the Tucson instructors depend on their ex
amination of the health record of the individual child.
Most instructors examined these records themselves, while a 
few depended on the nurse’s interpretation. In addition,
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most -teachers felt that with slight improvement these : . 
health ̂ records would:;be suitable indices of what is needed.

This individual evaluation of health records is not the 
most effective way of handling the situation. There should 
be an annual report made on these health records, and this 
information, combined with records of the school doctor and 
public health officials, could be a very suitable basis for 
the determination of health needs of the school population. 
However, there are health problems which are never -made ap
parent to the school doctor or nurse, and thus again we 
must depend on the good Judgment of each instructor. V/hen 
the specific scope and outcomes are finally determined, they 
should be based on the information taken from the health 
records and supplemented by the Judgment of the instructors.

The . content areas considered important by the Tucson 
instructors have been listed in Table X, page 60.; This r 
table also gives a cumulated rank of instructor opinion.
The over-all picture of the present program would not be 
complete if this information had not been included, and for 
this reason Table X was made an integral part of the study. 
This information is not of much value to the classroom teach 
er-in-his;search for aid in developing his program, but 
evaluation of the data on content does lead to certain per
tinent conclusions and interesting observations.

In the first instance the relative rank _based on the
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opinions of the twenty-eight Tucson instructors lists clean
liness; sex 1 education and social relationships; posture, 
rest and exercise as the first three most important content 
areas. -It-will be recalled that in Table II on teacher ' 
opinions that those' instructors numbered 12-15, 30 and 31 
teach in' the senior high school program. If the rank of 
the content areas is based on the order of importance given 
by these six individuals, it will be found that sex educa
tion' supersedes cleanliness and moves into position number 
one. -This is further indication of the need for an elastic 
program and that it will vary on the different grade levels.
— '. Cleanliness;as a part of the health program will always
be important to the child. However, if this is adequately 
treated during the earlier years and the proper attitudes 
and habits are developed through effective teaching, the 
learning experiences of the child in this regard should be 
fairly permanent. A comprehensive unit on cleanliness is 
essential during the first semester of health instruction.

Before the discussion is directed to another area of 
content; it should be stated here that cooperation among 
all'instructors, especially those handling physical educa
tion and- health, can add markedly to the possibility of 
success regarding the program for cleanliness. The physical 
education instructor has frequent opportunity to inspect the 
students for cleanliness of person and dress. In reality 
this should be a parental duty, but since many parents
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neglect such matters,; it becomes the duty of each physical 
education and health Instructor to properly Instruct the 
pupils in the. matter of cleanliness. ■ ;

Sex education and social relationships will be impor
tant during both semesters of health, but the problems aris
ing at the two levels will differ. For instance, in the 
case of girls in the age group of eleven through thirteen, 
the onset of menstruation may cause difficulties; Part 4 of 
the Appendix indicates this is approximately the sixth and 
seventh grade level. It must be stated that it should be 
the duty, of every parent to arrest the problems arising 
from changes in. physical and mental development as the child 
matures. Ignorance in these matters is of serious conse
quence, and; parental neglect is,often the cause of social 
problems. The school and teacher are confronted with the 
fact that many parents have neither the command of the 
proper information nor the kind of interest in their chil
dren to instruct them in matters connected with sexual, de
velopment . The school thus must assume another duty that 
rightfully belongs to each parent. Under these circum
stances , educators can no longer neglect this matter and 
sex education must be made an important unit in health.
One commendable part of the Tucson program is their approach 
to-this problem by the use of the Disney film on menstruation 
at the seventh grade level.
" ; . 'One of the features of the development of the two units
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on sex education is.that connected with readiness and the 
age. levels of students. It appears that the fundamental 
explanation of the physiological aspects of sexual develop
ment are of greatest importance at the lower level, while 
the question of social relationships is predominant at a 
slightly later age. The advice of a competent physician is 
of extreme'importance, and this is one of the matters with 
which the doctor acting in concert with the committee is 
vitally concerned.

-Posture, rest and exercise and the social implications 
of these, especially posture, constitute another important 
area of content. Here again is a place for close coopera
tion among instructors. The health instructor can explain 
the need" for proper posture, rest and exercise; classroom 
teachers can undertake a program of correct posture in sit
ting and standing, while the physical education teacher de
velops proper habits of posture through corrective exercise 
and in geheral athletic participation. This is a vital part 
of health for social and mental implications of proper 
posture, alertness arising out of good rest habits and ex
ercise, cause it* to be of extreme importance to the students. 
■ ■ . .Safety was the fourth content area listed by the Tucson 
group of instructors, and this topic presents opportunity 
for needed instruction. General safety, first aid, aware
ness of the various aspects of the traffic code, safety in 
bicycling and walking, prevention of accidents in the home
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and at play are all proper points to be considered in this 
unit.• Contributions that can be made to this instruction 
by the- shop, home m a k i n g , and driver training instructors 
should - be solicited .
L ' Diseases and sickness are vital to each student. At 
the present timej one of the leading causes of illness and 
death is the communicable diseases which are the direct re
sult of poor living habits. The common cold, tuberculosis, 
and venereal diseases can best be eliminated not through 
treatment but by prevention. Strict control of living 
habits will reduce the incidence of the communicable dis
eases ; Prevention has been the real weapon in the attack on 
tuberculosis. The changing of poor health habits and the en
lightenment -of pupils to an awareness of the problems of 
disease constitute an important facet of health instruction.

- Nutrition and physiology were not given a high rank by 
the Tucson instructors, as shown in Table X; nutrition was 
ranked sixth in the list of eight, while physiology was 
ranked in the last position. A unit on nutrition dealing 
with the-formation of correct habits of eating should be 
given adequate consideration. A full separate unit on physi
ology can be eliminated, but this aspect of instruction is 
related to all the health units and interwoven with them.
: One other area, explanation of the effects of the use

of alcohol, tobacco and narcotics, causes a problem in itself. 
Most of the instructors in the senior high school observed
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, tliat by the time students reach high school It is almost too 
late to alter habits regarding the use of tobacco. Even 
some of the junior high school teachers feel their efforts 
were futile along this line. It appears that instruction 
regarding the use of tobacco must begin and be given emphasis 
during the junior high school course in health.

In reviewing the first semester course, the author be
lieves it should include six major units: cleanliness; sex
education; posture, rest and exercise; safety; instruction 
on alcohol and tobacco; and a comprehensive unit on nutri
tion and the communicable forms of disease. In this course 
the stress should be placed on sex education; cleanliness; 
posture, rest, exercise; with special emphasis on the use of 
tobacco. The senior course should consist of units on so
cial relationships, disease and nutrition, safety, and the 
use of alcohol and narcotics.

Consideration of certain aspects of the methods of in
struction employed by the Tucson teachers will conclude this 
study. Data related to method are found in Table XI, pages 
62-68. Part A shows how instructors organize their programs, 
and that only seven have a complete course outline while 
most must depend on the brief plan of the Tucson committee.

Part B of Table XI lists the sources of material used 
by various instructors. The dependence of most instructors 
on their personal information and on general references 
indicates the further need of organization. However, when
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the important topics are decided upon, the instructor should 
make use of every resource available. Use of health text
books and periodical literature seems to be needed, since 
both of -these .sources are inherently valuable.

Part.C dealing :with the techniques of classroom in- ; 
struction covers the various methods used by teachers. It 
is shown in this table and in the discussion of Chapter VII 
that most instructors depend on lectures and socialized;dis
cussion, while only a few use other methods such as the 
project and:demonstrations. Teacher reliance on the more 
traditional teaching techniques arises out of the newness . 
of the over-all program. Criticism of the program because 
of this would not-be justified, since each teacher .will use 
those methods which are;best suited to his situation. How
ever, instruction -in health should not be different from that 
in other .fields, and the judicious use of other methods and 
techniques - doubtless would improve health teaching.

The author has endeavored to determine to what extent 
instructors call on outsiders to help -in the teaching pro
gram. Only ten had either the nurse or a doctor talk to 
students in health classes. However, twelve felt that such 
help was profitable, while six others wanted these sources 
used indirectly with the nurse or doctor giving the informa
tion t o .the teacher, w ho.in turn converted such material 
into classroom lessons. Ten instructors did not favor the 
extensive use of these outside sources; these people
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preferred to conduct instruction entirely by themselves. 
Profitable aid can be given through the limited indirect 
.use- of these sources by means of general meetings of the 
health instructors and by in-service training workshops.
“c Moviesi are used most extensively by the instructors in 
their programs, p This type of aid is considered to be of 
greatest:value by:the instructors. Information pertaining 
to this phase of the - study is found" in Part E of Table XI. 
Part of . the work of the health.and physical education com
mittee should deal with investigation of all auditory and 
visual aids available for use in the program, and all infor
mation, gathered: along this line should be made available to 
the teachers. The advisability of establishing a district 
library.'of .films", .film strips, charts, and recordings with 
the possibility of inter-district exchange should also be - 
investigated.

Only six Tucson instructors have a textbook which they 
consider adequate.- Many conduct classes without using any 
text, and others use a text which they consider inadequate 
but which■is’the only one available. Almost half of the 
teachers were not familiar with the health texts that were 
available. '.This indicates not so much a lack of interest, 
but rather a lack of time or of supervisory direction in in
vestigating the availability of textual material. Committee 
action should expedite this matter to a successful conclu
sion V ^ - ' v ; : :V ' -
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The last part of Table XI gives the testing and measur
ing program used by each instructor. All measure for grad
ing; written tests are given by all instructors to determine 
what success they are having in their teaching. In addition, 
some instructors conduct testing and measuring of height 
and weight of pupils. All junior high school teachers make 
these measurements in conjunction with the nurse for the 
health records. Aside from these simple tests, there are 
only very few cases where the instructor conducts other 
types of measurement.

There should be a health measurement program in all the 
schools. Posture checks, hearing tests, eye examinations, 
examinations of the teeth, and periodical inspection of feet 
and skin should be included in the well-rounded measurement

: ...... ' -y.  ̂ c- y ' . , y , . . ■ ■ '■ y . •

program. In.most cases the instructor is not experienced in
this type of work and must call on the nurse. When the nurse 
does make examinations of this sort, there should be class
room consideration of the significance and importance of 
these tests.

The survey and analysis of the health instruction pro
gram of the Pima County secondary schools demonstrates con
clusively that the efforts undertaken in health teaching fall 
below the desired minimum. Health guidance, direction and 
training offer a definite opportunity for the schools to 
strengthen their instructional programs and aid the youth 
in his preparation for life. Some of our local educational
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institutions' are beginning to take advantage of this oppor
tunity, while-others are inert to the possibility of bene
fit that can be gained from this endeavor. The welfare of 
our youth, their right to a happy and healthful life, de
mands that we no longer neglect this aspect of education. 
Correction of this error can only begin with positive action. 
The author reasserts in summation his main recommendations:

1. The secondary curriculum must include instruction 
in health for all students.

2. Each school district should have a permanently- 
organized health instruction committee to determine the needs 
of the local community and establish a program directed at 
meeting them.

3. A committee chairman should be appointed to super
vise the work of each committee and act as coordinator for 
the district program.

4. The program in each district should include at 
least two semesters in health, given during the seventh and 
tenth grades.

5. Each school should organize a health council to 
adopt general plans to fit the needs of the school’s popu
lation and to integrate health with instruction in other

/

fields.
6. There should be a readjustment of the teacher

training program for health instructors with emphasis on the 
development of courses in methods and information for health.
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7. A complete, practical course of study for health 
should be prepared.

8. Health should be taught as a regular school subject, 
with enough time allotted and credit given.
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Part 1. Questlonnaire for Classroom Instructors

This is. a copy of the questionnaire that was used in 
gathering information about the health instruction program 
in the Pirn County secondary schools from the classroom 
teachers who are engaged in that program. The spacing ar
rangement here differs slightly from that of the original 
form. "

Name of person interviewed_________ : , : School '
1. Are you.a full-time health instructor? . : .

How many classes.in health instruction"do you teach?
What other subjects do you teach? y .

2. What type of teaching certificate do you hold?
What are your teaching majors? Minors?

3. In,what field did you obtain your Bachelor’s degree?
Have you completed work for your Master’s degree? Major

field? Minor field? ; \
Are you working on an advanced degree at the present 

time? (summer sessions) Major field? Minor field? 
Have you ever had a course in health education? Where? 
Explain briefly the nature of this course, including 

' ’ ; reference to the hours.of credit, comprehensiveness
and the areas of content that were emphasized.

Have you ever had a course in methods and materials of 
health education? y ‘

Have you had any of the following courses? Please check. 
Health tests and measurements
History and philosophy of health and physical education 
Principles of health education 
Health guidance and counseling

Please check the courses in the following areas that you
- have completed: ; y'r '

General zoology General chemistry Bacteriology
Mammalian anatomy , Organic chemistry Public health 
Human anatomy Physics Nutrition

. Heredity Personal hygiene Genetics
- V  ̂ . V T ' " ' -' T Mental hygiene

4. How.many years of teaching experience have you had?
In physical,education? ;
In,health instruction?

- v - - -. . .. i . . . ,
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5. Do you have a oourae of study which you use as the basis
of instruction in your health classes?

Who prepared this course of study?
a ', /: - v-",'.:; .. . - -

6. What do you personally consider to be the aims of health 
instruction?

7. What major, areas of content do you emphasize?
Please,rank the following in the order of their importance: 

Nutrition Cleanliness
Safety Use of alcohol and tobacco
Sex education and social Physiology

relationships Posture, rest and exercise
• Communicable diseases Others ; r ■:

8. What criteria do you use as the basis for the selection 
of the aims and.scope of health instruction?
Personal health needs of the individual pupil 

■ 'L School health needs ■ • ; ’ • J.' v .
Home health needs 
Community health needs

Do you ever consult the health record of the pupil in 
order to determine what aspects of health instruction 
should be emphasized in the case of that individual? 

Do you think.that the school health records are kept in 
: such, a manner as to be of value to the teacher?

9. How do you conduct your health classes?
How do.you select the materials for your daily lessons?
What are the sources of these materials?
What outside sources, such as the Red Cross nutritionist 

or the school nurse, do you use in your instruction 
program?

Do you feel that the extensive use of such sources would 
improve health instruction?

Should;classroom instruction in health be conducted en
tirely by the health teacher? ‘

Do you have a visual aids program?
Which aids do you use most consistently?
Which aids do you find most helpful?
What other methods of instruction or activities do you use?
Have you a textbook which you consider adequate?
What is the name of this text?
Do you feel that the textbook you are now using is inade

quate?
What are your general criticisms of the health texts now 

available?
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What type of a testing and measuring program do you have 
in the health instruction classes?

10. At the.present time do you make any effort to determine• 
y r -: :what aspects of health instruction can be best 
y. vc . treated by other instructors?

Do you feel that health instruction should be diversified,
... with the various areas being taught by different in

structors, or concentrated in one course under the 
: : : .direction.of one special instructor?

Do you feel that each school should have a full-time 
!:• health instructor?
Isjthere any coordination of the teaching effort between 

the health instructor and the rest of the teaching 
. A:;:: Staff? M u  x, A  : A  y ;  .. U.:y : . y •

Do you favor such coordination?
11..Do you feel-that the present health instruction program .

• is adequate? • .
What immediate changes do you suggest?

: . Do you feel that your personal preparatory training has
been adequate to allow you to teach health successfully?

Do you feel that, in general, health teachers are well 
A  prepared? - ... • / "

Do you feel that a more extensive course of preparation 
is necessary? .- xr: / A. : •. Ax,

What aspects of the course of preparation should be 
improved or emphasized?

Do you favor the formation of a health council in the 
school?

x, jWho should be included in this group?
Do you feel that there should be more coordination of the 

health instruction program on an administrative level?
Would you favor the appointment of some teacher or ad-
A ministrator as a coordinating officer for health in

struction in the city or county school system?
If not, why?
Do you feel that health can be made an area of activity
'A: for a student group or the student government?

• X-;-;4:;'X-

A  A x
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Part 2. Questionnaire for Administrators

This is a copy of the questions which were asked of ad
ministrators in-the Pirn County secondary schools. Spacing 
here varies from that of the original questionnaire.

Name of person Interviewed_________________  Position___________
. 1. Is there any legislation on the federal, state or local

level pertaining to or requiring the teaching of health 
in the schools?

2. ’Are there.any certification requirements for health in
structors 'in Arizona?

3. Have there been any special appropriations for health
' education or any special reference to health instruction 

in the regular educational appropriation measures?
4". Has the county superintendent ’ s office issued any direc- 

,, tive pertaining to health education? .
5. Has the school.board of the local district made any

■ special'reference to health instruction?
Has the school been required to change its policy?
Has health instruction been left entirely to the discre

tion of .the individual principal?
Has the district superintendent issued any directives per

taining, to health instruction?
6. To what group has the control and organization of the

health instruction program been left in the county 
schools (or in the city schools)?

Is there a .city or county coordinator for the health in
struction program? .

Is there any coordination of the health instruction 
program outside of the individual schools?

7. ‘Who is responsible for the health instruction program
in this school?

Is there a school health council? Who belongs to this 
group?

Is there a staff coordinator for the school health in
struction program? What teacher bears or should bear 
this responsibility?

Is the health instruction program of the school unified 
or left entirely to the discretion of the individual 
instructor?
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8. Do the Health Services personnel participate in the health
instruction program? iIn what way?

Is the family physician called on to participate in the 
program or to advise in cases where special instruc
tion is indicated?

9. Are there any special financial provisions for health
instruction in your budget?

What are they? 1 ;
10. What are the provisions for health instruction in the

way of time allotted, unit evaluation, and the number 
of student's who are included in the program?

11. Are there any administrative problems for health in
struction? .

Do you see any in the future as the program is expanded?
12. What do you consider to be the aims of health instruc

tion?
13. Do you feel that the school should have a full-time

health instructor?
Does health instruction require a full-time instructor?
Are health instructors well trained at the present time? 
7/hat changes do you suggest?
Do you feel that the present program is adequate?
What changes are needed?
Do you favor the formation of a staff health council?
Who-should be included on this council?
Do you think there should be better coordination of the 

health instruction program on an administrative level? 
Do you feel there should be a city or county system co

ordinator for this type of instruction?
Who should conduct this coordination?

14. Do you feel-that health can be made an area of activity
for a student group or the student government?



;\, Part 3. The Health Instruction Program
'■U" . ; - :: :: . In ^uoaon

This portion of the Appendix is devoted to reproduction 
of the tentative program for the coordinating and organizing 
of ythe? health instruction program in the secondary grades 
of the Tucson schools. The nature of this report shows 
that:the Tucson committee feels that health and physical 
education are closely united. However, committee recommen
dations for the physical: education program have been omitted 
because they are.not directly connected with this study.
The material on the "motor items” as noted in Point 1 of the 

;report, also has been eliminated since.it is pertinent only 
to recommendations on physical education.

The major block of material given in the health instruc- 
tion program is presented at the eleventh year, where all 
senior high school students are required to complete the. 
course in health. The recommended program for this course 
is also included.

Recommendations of the Committee 
to set up a

TENTATIVE PROGRAM FOR HEALTH EDUCATION AND 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR GRADES SEVEN THROUGH 

TWELVE, TUCSON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
The attached material comprises the recommendations of 

the Committee appointed by Mr. Carson to work out a program 
in the field of Health Education and Physical Education from 
the seventh through the twelfth grades. We do not feel that 
this suggested program Is—perfect or should remain static, 
but it is at least adequate as a starting point. In order 
for this program to have any possibility of success, we feel 
three things should be stressed:
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1. A unified philosophy of Health Education and especi
ally Physical Education needs to he adopted by the entire 
system from administrators through the regular teacher. The 
attached Comparison of Percentage of Failure on Motor Items” 
graphically shows the lack of this type of development in 
our high school boys. This is basically due to the philoso
phy and type of physical education programs which have been 
carried on during the past two decades in this country. 
Instruction in sports skills has not provided enough use of 
the muscles to bring about development. There is no sport 
(except,weight lifting) that definitely sets up develop
mental exercises. To wrestle, box, play football, basketball, 
softball, it is necessary to have development but the sport 
itself does not develop the muscles.

2. The present recommendations concerning the Physical 
Sducation“program should be considered only as a starting 
point, and none of these recommendations should be considered 
static. We desperately need administrative support in put
ting this program"into effect and will continue to need all , 
the aid we can.obtain as the program develops. There were 
many recommendations concerning equipment and facilities, but 
it was felt that as the program grew and proved itself, we 
could ask for these things on the merits of the work being 
done.

3. Mr. J.R. Peters, Curriculum Coordinator, be empowered 
to make the present committee a Standing Committee to con
tinue to operate, or appoint a new group as he sees fit, to 
work on future modification of material and set up the ma
chinery for some sort of in-service training for this specific 
field of Health Education and Physical Education.

Respectfully submittedj
Kathryn Young
Mary Foster
Laura Nobles
Dr. Laidlaw
J.R. Peters
G.W. Houck
Harold Sipel
Lowell C. Bailey
John L. Barringer, Chairman
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SUGGESTED TENTATIVE PROGRAM FOR HEALTH EDUCATION 
" FOR GRADES SEVEN THROUGH TWELVE,

TUCSON PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Seventh Grade, First Semester
• 7; Boys and Girls: No formal work in Health Education is
recommended for this grade group for this important first 
"semester. General health education items such as proper 
dressing according to the weather, cleanliness, protection 
against colds, etc. should be a part of the introductory work 
but this should be done in a more casual manner than a formal 
health lecture or class.
Seventh Grade, Second Semester,

Boys and Girls: 1st six-weeks
Unit #1. In six hours teach the following items, 

in order, integrating them one into the other to form a 
practical unit as an introduction to health education.

., Cleanliness ,
Dental care - .
Care of eyes 
Care of ears

' " Communicable diseases
: . 1 ; Nutrition ,

Unit' #2V Family and human relations. Disney's 
film "The Story of Menstruation" is considered a "must" 
for this unit.
2na and 3rd six-weeks: Girls - no formal instruction

in health education.
Boys - no formal instruction 

in health education.

Eighth-Grade, First Semester
Girls: Health education and instruction will be given

this group twelve (12) weeks per year. Two (2) weeks of 
each six-weeks period will be devoted to this instruction.

Unit #1. Body structure and function
Posture, importance of the care of the 

.. feet
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Unit- §2, Exercise, relaxation, sleep 
:: c. : Narcotics, smoking, drinking

Unit #2. Safety and first aid.
"Boys: ' The basic material covered for boys should be 

the same:as that listed above for girls, with the only modi
fication being the approach which should be adapted to the 
needs of an eighth grade boy.

-: l -V- : \ - ... *
Eighth Grade, ' Second Semester

Boys;and Girls:
Unit ^1. Mental hygiene
Unit #2.; • - • General personal 

a. Care of the
appearance
hairb. Care of the nails-r: v \  - r c. Care of the skini L.j . .. . y: .. d. Care of the clothes

e. Care of the shoes
; ‘ ' ' .<•- 5, ‘ •. '

"Unit #3. Boy-girl relationships 
a. Attitudes L
b. Activities , ... -

a" 'a.i
Ninth Grade, First Semester - . ' x - t

Girls and Boys: Health instruction for this group is
also-given twelve (12) weeks per year. All units should be 
taught "on the NINTH GRADE LEVEL.

Health instruction units:
: 1. Cleanliness

 ̂- i.-'1 In 2. Communicable diseases ,
' cm i 3. Nutrition

- . 4. Dental care■'.'Vvhv Care of eyes
■'M'-ar i" .6. Care of ears

i'l t ’ v \
Ninth.Grade, Second Semester
; a.V vJ.OU_ '.va . --'OLV, _ . . ,

Goys and Girls:
Health instruction units:

7. Body structure and function, posture, im
portance and care of the feet

8. Exercise, relaxation, sleep, narcotics,
smoking, drinking

9. Safety and first aid
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10. General personal appearance
11. Boy-girl relations:'.Lrr 12. Family and human relationsd /: "' - '

Tenth Grade,-First Semester
—

; : ' - Girls: 'First six-weeks
: c^r. d - u i,:..: ■ ■

Orientation work accompanying regular physical 
education activity work: Posture, nurse conference,
height-weight; V/hy physical education? Cleanliness, 

a ;..careZof. f eet, value of posture, menstruation, sports
manship, colds, exercise.

•d - Boys: { -; •• - - . * * ̂ •. - \ ' i ..... . ̂  . - V V. I

The - same type of procedure is recommended for 
the boys as that listed for girls. The only variation, 
of course, is manipulation of material and methods to 

• ' fit- the particular age and sex groupings.
Tenth Grade•. i Second -Semester

Girls: No formal health instruction listed.
Boys: No formal health instruction listed other than

health instruction to individuals as required or brought 
about by some incident which sets up a teaching situation.

. -  : ; ...... V-

Eieventh Grade, First Semester
Girls: Recommended program attached.d , V ■'
Boys: Because of the fact that the program for the

boys is in the stages of formation and its first year of 
practical teaching, no course has been outlined but the 
recommendation is that the material set up and developed 
over the past three years of this sort of work by the Girls’ 
Department be, at least tentatively, adopted and followed 
until the units of work can be turned in to the Curriculum 
Coordinator and'a more effective program be set up for this 
particular group of students. *
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Eleventh Grade, Second Semester----------------->
Girls and Boys: Girls and boys who were in activities

during the 1st semester will be assigned to health education 
classes for the second semester, and the group taking health 
education instruction will return to activities. The boys' 
activity course’s are set forth in the required program 
material under the 10th Grade, and the girls' required pro
gram can be obtained from the Girls' Physical Education De
partment. ,

Twelfth Grade; First Semester
Girls: 1949-50 all Senior girls as well as all Junior

girls will be required:to take the attached outline of health 
education instruction,'After this year, unless the students 
indicate otherwise, it;will be required of just the Juniors,

Boys: No formal program listed and no health instruc
tion expected other than concomitant experiences.

Girls and Boys: No formal instruction.

'' Health Education - Junior Year 
......  Tucson.Senior High

1st six weeks '
I, Introduction

A. Definition of health
B. Purpose of health education
C. General information of health

II. Essential physiology - keep in mind the "wholeness" of 
the individual and the relationship of parts of the body 
to the "whole." Body may easily be compared to a 
machine. " ’ '

A. Circulatory system 
‘ "'* 1. Blood stream

" a. Circulation 
‘ 1) Pulmonary

2) Portal
‘ 3) Systemic

4) Arteries, veins, capillaries
5) Pulse, blood pressure
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, b. Composition of. the blood 
VY' 1) Plasma

2) Red corpuscles and hemoglobin 
r , , . . . 3) .‘White corpuscles

....: ' ; 4) Blood platelets and fibrinogen
2. Heart
3; Diseases of veins and arteries 
Zt.; Diseases of heart

B. Respiratory system
1. Nose, pharynx, larynx, trachea
2. Bronchi, lungs, alveali, exchange of gases
3. Respiratory diseases

0. Digestive system 
. .. , 1. Mouth digestion 

■' ‘ ' 2: Stomach digestion
_ 3* Intestinal digestion 

■ ' ' 4."Absorbtion' •
a. Fats...... . . . . . .

" * .b. Other'nutrients -
5. Elimination

D. Excretory "system
1. Skin . .
2/ kidneys ' :T' ‘ ‘
3. Lungs

, * . ’ • .. ■ ■ ,, ~E. Skeletal and muscular system
1". Bones; and muscles ' •
2; Daily activities'
3- Doing muscular work

F . Nervous system
1. Sight ,
2. Hearing and speaking

, 3. Taste .
4. Smell

. • 5. Touch ......
6 .' Mental work 
7• Mental test

G. Endocrine system
1*. Pituitary
2. Thyroid 

- 3 .  Parathyroid
4. Adrenals 
5*. Pancreas 
6*. Gonads 
7‘. Thymus 
8. Pineal
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9. Location of gland
10. Hormone produced
11. Use and value to healthy body

H. Reproduction system ■
1. Heredity - mitosis
2. Male reproduction organs
3• Female reproduction organs
4. Menstruation
5. " Prenatal development
6. Birth - V .
1, Venereal diseases

2nd six weeks
III. Nutrition ^

A. Seven basic food groups
B. Review of essential physiology

1. Digestive
2. Circulatory ;
3. Excretory

C. Faulty nutrition or malnutrition
r . 1 .  Overweight

' ' ' "2; Underweight
VI, : 3. Diabetes r ,'.:  ̂ : v :

4. Effect upon excretory system - constipation
5. Fads and fallacies
6. Advertising - ’

IV. Prevention and,control of communicable diseases <
A. Germs and infection
B. Resistance and immunity
C. Major communicable diseases

1. Colds ; 5. T.B.
2. Influenza 6. Tetanus
3. Pneumonia 7. Rabies
4. Children’s diseases

8. Venereal diseases
D. Essentials in control and prevention

1. The skin
2. Teeth
3. Understanding modes and transmission
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\

S
i

!

ki Sanitation
a. Rural and urban
b. Laws governing

5. Adequate medical supervision
. 6. Effects of drugs, alcohol and tobacco

E. Group hygiene
1. Community-sanitation
2. Community work-against epidemic diseases
3. School hygiene
4. Industrial hygiene 
5 i Home hygiene
6. First aid

'■ 4 - • - - /

F. Economic • importance '
1. Loss of time from school and work 
2i Medical-expenses, etc.
3. Partial or complete disability

V. Non-communicable diseases ■
v. . : 1 :

A. Cancer f - : v :: j u .
B. Review diseases of the circulatory system

3rd six weeks • ' -- -' 1 -
„• t - —  ■ r ‘- » • . . . .  t.*l‘ >."* ‘ ' '.-%U

VI. Essential psychology, sociology, and applied physiology
A. Mental health

1. General principles of mental health
2. Brain and nerves in relation to mental health
3. Factors of personality development in rela

tion to mental health
B. The four inner drives

1. Self-preservation
a. Definition of personality
b. Development of personality
c. Rest, sleep, exercise
d. Personality test

2. Recognition
a. Good grooming, care of skin, hair,

hands, nails, teeth, eyes
b. Posture
c. Proper clothing
d. Accept responsibility
e. Fitting into a group
f . Cooperation
g. Democratic procedure

L.
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3. Adventure
a. Wholesome use of leisure time
b. Recreation

4. Interest in the opposite sex
C. Human relationships

1. Family
a. Facts of heredity
b. Responsibility to children
c. Forms of recreation
d. Income

2. Community
• a. Change in family life

b. Delinquency
c. Broken homes, divorce
d. Prostitution

3. Boy-girl relationships
-, . a. Social relationships, companionship,

" recreational activities
b. Respect for opposite sex, appropriate 

' dress and behavior
, _ c. Love, values, controls, adjustments
4. Ethical and moral factors

a. Sex conventions, traditions, taboos
; religious and racial

b. Individual’s code of behavior
c. Effects of alcohol and drugs

5. Preparation for marriage 
• ' a. Courtship 
, b. Engagement

c. Choice of mate
d. Medican exam
e. Necessity for mental indoctrination

O';

'd :iv ■ ::
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Part 4

This part of the Appendix includes two sets of statis
tical data which were gathered while the study was being 
conducted in anticipation of their use as the basis of cer
tain recommendations. The average age of the pupils in the 
secondary grades of the Pima County Schools was determined 
by.the use of the sampling method. The age of students in 
grades seven, eight and nine is the computed average age of 
pupils enrolled in those grades at Wakefield Junior High 
School, Tucson. Grades ten, eleven and twelve at Amphithea
ter High School, Tucson, were used as samples in the deter- 
mination of the average age for those years. These figures 
are the average'age for pupils enrolled in the above schools 
as,cof September, 1949, and thus would be the age of the

i'- ... - ,'*'£ - ‘
average pupil as he enrolled for the fall term. The ages 
are as-follows:

The remainder of this part of the Appendix consists 
of a chart showing enrollment figures for all the schools 
involved in this study. These figures represent the aver
age daily attendance of each of these schools as taken from 
attendance reports for the month of April, 1949.

Seventh grade - 12.74 years
Eighth
Ninth
Tenth

- 13.51 "
- 14.42 ,t
-  15.00 "
- 15.90 "
-  16.22 "

Eleventh
Twelfth
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TABLE H I
ENROLLMENT FOR THE PIMA COUNTY SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Grade
School 7th 8 th 9th 10th llth 12th Total

A jo - - - 124'... ' 93 95 82 58 45 495
Amphitheater . 215 . 167 178 197 150 134 1041
Marana . ' ‘ . toH 24 18 12 11 11 94
Su^nyside 67 :, 43 36 - - - 146
Tucson Senior 
High School - - 1052 882 739 2673
Tucson Junior 
High Schools 1406 1140 1209 ■ , 3755

Total 1830 1467 1534 1343 1101 929 8204
Percentage Y 
per grade -22.30

17.88 18.69
16.37

13.42
11.32

100
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